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Abstract
The t:raeking of mass and structural concrete due to thermal stress is ~.major prob-
lem in the concrete construction industry. Concrete will crack when the thermal
stress exceeds tbe tensile strengtl> of the concrete, Decisions on th(>type of concrete
mix, coollng ia.cilitil.)sand construction techniques to be used in the erection of a
concrete stru<;ture can only be made if the thermal behaviour and strength of the
concrete can be predicted during hydration. This theals describes the development
of a. low cost, computer controlled, adiabatic calorimeter to determine. tlte heat of
hydra.tion and a. probe to determine the thermal conductivity or concrere samples.
The main thrust of this thesis is the development of the thermal conductivity probe
which, fOf. ~hefirst time, can measure the thermal conductivit~' of concrete through
all stage~\of hydration. A thermal model was also developed to verify the results,
and the use of the calorimeter for temperanrre matched curing test:::is also discussed.
Resulta, obtained from the test procedures dnscribed, will provide far more accurate
predictions of the temperatures in. concrete structures than. was posbib!e in the past.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The cracking of mass a.:(ldstructural concrete due to tllermal stress is a rna.l ,1' prob-
lem in the construction of concrete structures with t'rge cross sections. Ther.i.r'i:!l.
stresa is the result of internal strains wlthht tho structurn due to temperature <:ha.nges
and gradiente caused by th~ exothermic hydration process, or changes in the ambient.
temperature condltlons.
A chemical reaction t(l~es place as soon as water is mixed with cement. The fouti:
major components ..:if the cement which react with the water atd trlcalclum silicate,\\.,
dicalclum slllcate, tricalclum aluminate plus gypsum and tetracalclum alutr,inoferrite
£1, 2]. These reacr7-,ns are all exothermic, producing what is known as the heat of
hydration. The heat produced by each of these reactions differs as shown in table 1.1
and the relative proportions of these components alters the total heat produced.
Low heat producing cement is mainly manufactured by reducing tr.p high heat evolv ..
ing trlcalcium compounds by increasing the (on tent offerric oxide during the manu ..
facturing process. This, unfortunately, reduces the rate of strength gain in concrete
made with this cement which could disrupt the construction process. The addition
Table 1.1: Heat of Hydr.;~,!onof Cement Constituents
(after' :?\irnin [1})
'Iricalcium silicate
Dlcalclum silicate
'Iricalclum aluminate
Tetracalclum alummoferrtte
500 kJ/kg
260 kJ/kg
860 kJ/kg
1120kJ/kg
1
of cement extenders, such aa fly ash (FA) or blast furnace slag (GGBS) reduces the
heating 'tate of the concrete, thus reducing the maximum temperature reached in
a structure fa]. The percentage of cement in concrete and the water:cement ratio
will also alter the heat produced dunng hydration, as well as the strength of the
concrete [3}.
l'he temperature changes, as a. result of hydn'\.tion, will cause changes in volume
within the structure that are dependent on the coefficient of thermal expansion
of the concrete. 'the magnitude of the thermal streas caused by this expansion is
dependent on the elastic modulus 'Of the concrete and the degree f)f restraint of the
structure. All these factors are dependent on the degree of hydration and the cooling
rate of the structure, and will therefore vary with time. Creep and drying shrinkage
will also influence the cracking strain of the concrete, adding to the coniplexlt= of
modelling the thermal stresses.
Concrete will crack if the thermal stress is greater than or equal to the tensile
strength of the concreto [1.1}.
The tensile str~ngth of plain concrete cannot be increased without decreasing the
watencement ratio by increasing the cement content, resultlng in an increase in the
heat of hydratlon and Increased thermal. stress.
The thermal stress ((f) at an~~point. of a concrete block lying on a. rlgld foundation
is given as f4J:
(f ::::._!\'_·r_E-:-' e..:.l_O_.! _cT_.
1- fl.
(1.1)
where
1(1' := Degree of rcstrl:\int caused by the foundation and the hard-
cuing concrete
Be! ::: I~ffectivemodulus of elasticity (influenced by the foundatlon
and rcductlon of stress due to relaxation)
a ::::Thermal expansion
67.' ::: The difference between the maximum concrete temperature
ami the surrounding air temperature
#L ::: Poisson's Ratio
1....1' \ I~r/l(~ami p. are all d(lJ)('ndent on the geometry of the structure, the construction
methods and the aggr('gat\~sused in the concrete mix I'f, 5, (~],As these factors are
wry it!r~~l'lyS1H'dependent, the only controllablo factor is tho tl-~hlpera.tllredrop (61').
'I'll<' magnitude of liT is directly related to the maximum ternperature obtained
.)..
dudng the hydration period, The heat of hydration, therm.u CJuductivity and the
ambient temperature all influence the maximum temperature in a concrete structure,
The dimensions cl mass or large concrete structures are difficult to define as the
type of cement and construction techniques used, as well as the physical dimensions,
need to he considered. Any concrete structure where the thermal stress, induced
by the hc.',!).tof hydratlon, may exceed the tensile strength of the concrete should be
considered aq a t.mss concrete structure.
The physical properties of concrete are both time and temperature dependent, with
the rise in temperature br;n~~catalytic to the hydration reactlon [7]. To deter-
mlne the actual tensile strength of the concrete in a structure, tensile strength tefts
should be conducted on concrete samples cured a.t the expected temperature profile
that would be found at different depths within the structure. These are known as
temperature matched curing (TMC) tests {SJ 9, 101.
The choice of the correct concrete mix:and possible cooling facilities ll)r a structure
are difficult to determine if the full information to create an accurate model is not
available. For accurate models of thermal stress and strain in various structures
to be determined! the heat of hydration and thermal conductivity of the concrete
to be used in the structures need to be known throughout the entire hydration
and cooling periods. This is important for both the control and IN\nagenumt of any
thermal cracking in contlnuous concrete pours and both crack control and prediction
of cooling rates where joints need to be grouted after initial shrinkage ofUm structure
has occurred. 'I'his second fact ls very important in the construction p1a.nnmgstages
of a.proj,~ct,as delays in grouting can result in construction delays and large expenses
to the contractor.
'rIte heat of hydration of a concrete mixture is normally derived using tho heat of
solu'Ion test [U].. adlabatlc calorimetry [12, 13, 7]. the isothermal method [7] or
conduction calorlmetry [14].
The thermal conductivity of a concrete mix during the initial hydration period has,
app:lfcntly, never been meas i ...d before. Traditionally the values for the thermal
conductivity used for l\(~.).t '\ldt.''l of concrete structures have been based on the
properties of the aggregate or the hardened concrete with a single value being as~
Burned for all stages of hydration. This does not represent the actual conditions .of
the co-icrete during hydration and the need for a better test method wah apparent.
('onrrete has two major problems associated with the measnrement of its thermal
conductivity during hydration. 'l'h(.\y are the change in state from a "somi-Iiquld"
to a eolid within the first twenty four hours of hydration as well as the slmultaneous
production of heat.
The thesis describes the development of a computer controlled calorimeter, a thet~
mal conductivity probe and a set of laboratory tests used to determine the hea.t
generatlon and heat dlssipation properties of a concrete sample throughout the hy-
dratlon cycle, The main thrust of the work was the development of a test method to
measure the thermal conductivity of s concrete during the hydration period. In
adoitien, a simple dynamic heat model, using the test results as input, was developed
to estlmate the temperatures obtained at different depths in a concrete structure.
The development of the model W.lS prima.rily to test the results obtained from the
new t~st procedures. Similarly, .nless t:.therwisestated, the various concrete mixes
used in this thesis were chosen for th.eir convenience for easy mixing and handling
rather than any practical applications, and any comparison of the results should
be consldored in this light. The tests conducted only covered the early hydration
period of the concrete, normally the first three to fi.v~da~'s, to reduce the duration
of a test during the development period of the; apparatus. The hea.t being produced
by the hydration had dropped to practically zero in all tests presented this thesis.
There is no reason why the period cannot be extended further if this is necessary.
The use of the calorimeter for temperature matched curing tests is also discussed.
The thesis 11M been divided into chapters covering the following topics:
• A literature revlew of the research undertaken and present practices to min-
imise damage in concrete structures due to thermal stress,
o The deve'opment and calibration of all adiabatic calorimeter for testing the
thermal behaviour of 2 kg concrete samples.
• TIH~doterminatlon ohile heat of hydration of samples tested in the calorimeter.
• The development and calibration of a probe to measure the thermal conduc-
tivity of concrete samples during aUstages of hydra.tion.
,
" A thermal model to verify the results obtained from the calorimeter and ther-
mal conductivity probe.
(I A discussion 0" ~,heuse of tht~results obtained in practical applications, crack
prodietlon ami future research.
Chapter 2
RE"IEW OF THE LITERATURE
The literature review examines research undertaken with the speclflc aim of minimis-
lng damage in t:oncrete structures due to thermal stress. The review has been divided
Into five sections; The firs~ two cove> the development of measurement tcwhniques
used to determine the heat of hydration and thermal conductivity of concrete, The
third section covers the measurement and calculation of the temperature increase in
concrete structures, whlle the fourth describes ways to determine and control ther-
mal stress. The fifth section briefly reviews current practices and recommendations.
Although the literature review has been divided into th(' five sections for conve-
nlonce, the subjects covered are all interrelated, with many researchers investigating
more ~nan one aspect of thermal stress in concrete.
2.1 Heat of Hydration
The four most common methods for the detenuination of the heat of hydra.tion of
concrete that were found in the literature are discussed below!
• The hoat of solution [11] test is a chemical test where the difference in the heat
produced by dry and hydrated cement samples, when mixed with a Nitric and
Hydrofluoric acid mixture, are compared. The difference between the heat
obtained from the two samples gives the heat of hydration during the period
that the hydrated sample had been hydrating. Tests are conducted 01\ 1 and
28 day hydrated samplee. The heat (~fsolution method only determines the
total heat produced by the cement in a concrete. but does not illlticate the rate
or heat production at any point in time. The main itttrac,tion of the h('a.t of
solution test is the relatl ...(~lylow cost and simplicity of the test when compared
with other methods.
4> Conduction calorimetry [141measures the amount of heat removed from a
sample of hydrating cement paste. This does not allow the sample to obtain
the temperatures which it would in a concrete structure, and therefore does
not simulate the true conditions, as the rate of hydration is affecred by the
temperature of the concrete.
.. Adiabatic calorimetry [12, 13, 7} allows for both tpe total heat and the rate
of heat pro 'need by the 'Concreteto be accurately determined, as there is no
hea.t transfe r from, or into, the test sample. Adiabatic condltlons exist in
mass (\')nCr{'te a.t depths greater than 015m [11, so an adiabatic calorimeter
will provide the conditions under "'hieh the bulk of a. mass concrete structure
will hydrate.
.. The isothermal method [71 is a quasi-adiabatic method, using a Dewar or
thermos flask to prevent heat loss, instead of an i<.<1iabaticcontrol system. The
heat loss from the flask is difficult to determine and will affect the :ate of
hydration giving incorrect results.
In 1932 Davey [15) described an adiabatic calorimeter which he used to dsterratne
the maximum rise in temperature that would be expected in ..nasa concrete, As is
stated in Ilia technical paper {lB), the observation and determination of the heat of
hydration was first repcrt-.d by Ribaucotlr in 189$, Howard in 1901 and Gary in 1906.
Davey also compares the heat of solution method wit}-.his adiabatic calorimeter, as
well as the calorhae; ...,;:'q ability to predict the temperature rise in mass concrete.
Blanks [17]and Meissner [181described the d~vc;.oplTlentof lerge adiabatic calcrlme-
ter rooms, as well as the results obtained for varlous con<f(ltemixes for an invellti-
gatlon into concrete for use in the construction of the Hoover Dam.
Carlson [19] correlates tho various methods for determining the heat of hydration
that were in common use at the time, He discusses the merits and disadvantagc[) of
the heat of solution method, adlabatle calorimetry and conduction calorimetry. He
found that almost identical rcaults could be obtained from all three methods, if due
regard was paid to posslble sources of error. These he defines as!
., The inability of adlabatic and conduction calorimeters to measure the Imme-
diato heat of hydration and the variations of til" specific heat of concrete with
temperature, which affects the results obtained from an adiabatic calorimeter.
(j
Carlson defines the immediate heat of hydration as "the Immediate and ap-
preciable rise in temperature when cement is mlxed with water", This heat
production continues at a diminishing rate for about half an hour. Carlson be-
lieved that this heat is produced by the' solution of free oxides and impurities,
with only a small amount due to the hydratlon of the primary compounds or
to the wetting of the cement grains. This heat amounts to about 5% of the
total heat of hydration measured by the heat Ijf solutlon method.
• Changes in the ~p(Jdfic heat ~dthe cement paste during hydration .
• Carbonation of the specimens introduces errors in the heat of solution method.
.. The need for stritit control with bot.h mixing techniques and water:cement
ratios.
I!~I'dt [20} describes a conduction calorlmetr ~d to determine the influence of
gypsum on tIle hydration of cement and in 1948 [21}t in a. study of cement perfor-
manee in concrete, he dsacrihes both conductlon calorimetry and the heat of solution
method for determinhtg the heat of hyciratit'tl.. I",udwig [22] describes an improved
conduction calorimeter patterned aftcI the cnea described by Carlson and Lerch.
In W62 Klein {23}described methods to determine the thermal properties of concrete
under adiabatic curing. His results for the heat ofhydra.tion proved unreliable, as was
pointed out by ~h:Coyin his discussion on tho paper. Neither made any reference
to Carlson 's work w hirh would have oxplalnad the errors.
Besson [7]) on a. visit to South Africa.~ compared adiabatic, isothermal and the heat
of solution methods, for determining the heat 01 hjdra~ion of concrete using portland
cement and blastfumace slag, llis f(lsnlts showed that tho heat of solutlon method
ff)av\~much lower values than tho other two methods. lI<! explained that this diffQrence
was due to Lhr>fact that the conservation of heat in the adiabatic and isothermal
lUf't hods is catalytic to th(' hydration reaction. Hasson 's results contradict those
reported by Carlson tW]. TIll! reason for thls may be that, compared to Carlson's
work in 1938, the current het\'~of solution t(\st AS'1'M C1M6..82 [111 spC'(:ifiNJ special
handling techniques to prevent exposure to the air to prevent carbonation of the
sample, Carlson reported values f()1' the heat of hydration of up to 20% higher for
samples that had been aUowed to carbonate compared to samples where carbonation
was pr<'vt.'lltP(l.
1Ionforf\ [1'1}deserlbes au '!<;uthermal' eonductlon calorlmeter used to study the
early hydration reaetlons of portland cements •
..
I
The heat of solution test Ill,241has become the standard method for cietermhdng
the total heat of hydration of cement. Adiabatic calorimetry 125, 26, ')1, 28J and
conduction calorimetry [29, 30, 31, 321 methods are used where the heat evolution
with respect to time is requited.
Measurements of temperature Increases in large concrete structures have also been
undertaken by Dunstan f331, Gotsis [34} and Perfect [35J to determine the heat of
hydration of the cement used in those structures.
Cannon [36} describes the effect that the changes in cement properties over a 50
y/~ar period have had on the heat of hydration of concrete. The basic changes to the
composition of ope have been a relative increase in the trlcaleium silicate (CaS)
content and increased fineness of the product. Both these factors will lead to higher,
and earlier, heats of hydration when to days cementa are cornparcd with those of the
put. Opinion is that similar trends have taken place in the manufacture of South
African cements, although this has not been documented.
2.2 Th~rmal Conductivity
Carmen t3?] was the first person to obtain the absolute thermal conductivity ofstan-
«lard concrete mixtures. Ire refers to some eerlier work by Nusselt (1900), Nett ....n
(1911) snd Willard (1917). Tho method he used is the 'cylinder method', where
heat is generated in a. hole running axially through the centre of a cylinder of dried,
hardened concrete and the radlal temperature gradient of the heat flow is measured
by temperature probes. 'rhis temperature gradient is then related to the thermal
conductivity of the cured concrete, Yoshida, also working at the Unive:.:sityof Illi-
nois, describes an indirect method of determining the thermal diifusivit,y of concrete
at temperatures below 10 degrees C [38}. His work is only valid at low tempera ..
turos when' hydration has stopped. Results of both these researchers were discussed
and used by Davey [16] in his determination of the temperature rise of hydrating
concrete.
An investigation into the thermal conductivities of masonry, concretes and plaster
was carried out by Griffiths ra~]using the 'wall' or 'plate' method. He lists the
thermal conductivities of solid, cavity and composite walls using various materials
and .1. number of concrete and plaster mixes.
In ,1. report on an. Investlgatlon to determine the thermal properties of concrete
proposed for the BOUIUC"l' Dam, Rippon [40] describes the apparatus and test methods
used to determine the thermlll f,onductivitYt density, specific heat, and hence the
thermal dHfusivlty of concrete samples. These procedures were included in the
Handbook for Concrete and Cement [41} and updated in 1913 [42J.
Tyner [43] uses a 'Guarded hot plate' method, based on the ASTM standard C177-
42T(19,12) to determine the thermal <:onductivity of limestone concrete.
Research conducted to determine the thermal conductivity of varlovs concrete prod.
nets [23, 44, 45, 46)uSl:!d OM of the methods described above, with the e;;..cptlon
of Rousan [.1-7jl who 'used a thsrmal comparator method. This method consists of
twc thermo- couple junctions protruding from a cylinder of water kept at a constant
temperature above that of the sample. One junction is brought into contact with
the sample under test while the other is in contact with air. The difference in the
t=mperature of the two junctions, after calibration, is then related to the thermal
conductivity of the sample. The main advantage of this technique is that VC1'y little
heat is introduced into the sample under test.
None of the tests found ill the literature measure the tlumnal conductivity during
hydration and are all conducted on cured and normally pre-dried samples. The use
of dried concrete samples does not represent conditions found in concrete during or
a.fter the hydration period.
2.3 Temperature Measurement and Calculation
2.3.1 Temperature measurement
Davey [16], ill a paper discussing all te.,t and measurement procedures connected
with the temperature rise in hydrating concrete, reports on extensive research into
~h\1rise of the temperature of cement during hydration conducted by l{illig, Kaisai
and Hossbach. in Germany during the years 1908 to 1910. 'I'hls was followed by
work by Beals, Cushman, Frl;~f.Beckmann and Bates in America. Davey then de-
scribes methods to determine the ht;~l,tof hydration, thermal conductivity and other
thermal properties of concrete. In 1935 h~ published a paper [iJ8} which correlated
hls la.boratory results with temperatures observed in large dams. His work showed
good correlation between tests undertaken in an adh~hatic calorimeter and measure-
ments taken at two dam sites. These two papers have become almost definitive in
the field of temperature increases in large concrete structures, as they discuss, in
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detail, the factors influencing th~ temperature rise in concrete and measurement
techniques. Methods to reduce the heat generated during hydration and to control
thermal stress are also discussed, Further work was carried out by Klein [23}.
2.3.2 Temperature and heat flowcalculation
Models and mathematical procedures were developed to help the engineer predict
the temperatures in mass concrete structures. In 1985 Glover [491 published a math-
ematical method to predict the heat flow in dams. McHenry (50] tested this model
with temperatures measured at the Norris Dam, and explained most of the discrep-
ancies he found. One of the problems was the heat generated by previous lifts, and
Glover proposed an improved model [51] in 1937. In the same year Carlson presented
a simple method for the computation of temperatures in concrete structures [521.
2.4 Thermal Stress
l'lle literature reviewed in this section is dependent on the results obtained from the
work reviewed in the previous sections and describes way'J to determine and control
thermal stress in concrete structures,
Tnree papers were presented at the 34th Annual Convention of the American Con ..
crete Institute in 1938 by Carlson [53], Blanks [54] and Kelly [55) in which thermal
stress, cracking and temperature rise were discussed in some detail. These papers
covered the theory, as well as laboratory and on site testing of mass concrete.
In 1945 Rawhauser [:56] published a comprehensive paper (167 pages) on the control
of temperature and the cracking of mass concrete, as a preliminary report on the
work of a eubcommitte« of the Act Committee 207. The full report was pubdshed
in April 1970 r6] and has become the standard reference for mass concrete and dam
construction {57}. During this time, other work WM published on the subject of
durability hy Weiner 158] and on crack control by Wa!J.gh t591, the United States
Department of the Interior (60) and Townsend [61].
The ACI Commit tee 207 report was followed by another t~,ree from ACI commit ..
tees (22·1 and 2(7) on the control of cracking in concrete structures [02}, reinforced
structures [5] and mass concrete (571. These too have become standard references.
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These reports have been summarised, together with the findings of other researchers,
ill the chapters on 'I'hermal Properties in. two ASTM special technical publications
169A [63] and i69B [64j.
At the congress on large drum in 1985, three papers dealing with measures to prevent
cracking in mass concrete were presented, describing work undertaken in Austria
(Widmann [65}), Brazil (Peulcn [4]) and Japan (Fujisawa. [66}).
Yamata.ki described the measurement of thermal stress in a. thick wall. t'171 and
Hughes 1681 detailed laboratory tests on the thermal stress in reinforced concrete.
Sprlngenachmid [69] described tests on concrete samples in a cracking test frame,
which was followed by a paper by Schoppel [70] using the same apparatus.
Papers on mathematical models of the thermal stress in concrete include tWG with
slag cements by vVainwri)Sht(25, 25) and two covering nonlinear analysis by Branco
[11] and Majorana 172].
2.5 Current Practices and Recommendations
Three sources of recommendations on the construction of mass concrete were in-
vestigated. These were the ACI Committee 207 report on mass concrete in the
ACt Manual of concrete practice [57J, the Portland Cement A"socilltion's report on
"Concrete for :\Iasslve Structures" [73] and Fulton's Concrete Technology [:3].
2.5.1 ACt Committee 201
Thls report [57] gives comprehensive recommendations for the construction of mas-
sive concrete structures, 1'110 thermal properties given are mainly based on informa-
tion obtained from Rhodes [64]. Rhodes, in the ASTM Technical Publication 169B,
both defines and gives parameters for thermal conductivity, specific heat, thermal
diffusivity, thermal expansion and heat of hydration of concrete, He also describes
test methods to determine the values of these parameters.
Tho ACI Committee 201 report gives a table listing the thermal properties of con-
crete measured at seventeen structures in the United States of America, 'rherma.l
conductivltios wore measured at all the sites using the U,S, Army Corps of Engineers
procedure CRD··t.1I·12], These tests were conducted 01\ hardened concrete samples,
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A method to predict the heat dlsslpatlon lit bodies of mess concrete is described
and charts and graphs are provided to simplify the method where the body to be
analysed can be approximated to a known geometrical shape.
No specific method is given for the measurement of the heat of hydrarion of the
concrete, although Rhodes does state that the Heat of Solution method [11] is the
most popular method, The use of low heat generating cement is recommended as
well as the possible use of extenders, The report suggests that the extenders should
be considered as producing 50% of the heat of the cement they replace. Further
temperature control procedures are also deseribed, These include the pre-cooling
of the constituents of the concrete, the addition of ice to the mixing water, and
embedded pipe cooling it !he structure after the pla-ement of the concrete.
2.5.2 Portland Cement Association
The recommendations in the report [73] are based on the paper by Townsend [61} and
the ACI Committee 207 report {57I. A method is given to calculate the adiabatic
temperature rise in the concrete, The heat of hydration used .in this method is
determined using the Heat of Solution Method [l1J, with a recommendation to
consider extenders as producing 40% of the heat of that of the cement. Type II
cement is recommended for use in mass concrete in order to reduce the heat of
hydration, Type II cement is characterised by a low trlcalcium silicate (C3S) and a
high tatracalcium alumlnoforrlte (C"AF) content. A table giving a range of thermal
conductivities for mass concrete is presented with no explanation on how, or from
where, these values were obtained.
Measures arc suggested to control the maximum temperature in order to reduce the
thermal stresses in the structure, and to prevent rapid changes in temperature, or
thermal shock, to help prevent surface cracks. These Include the pre-cooling of the
concrete materials, limiting the temperature rise (by using low heat cement and/or
extenders) and the cooling of the concrete after placement.
2.5.3 Fulton's Concrete Tedmology
l'ulton's Concrete Technology f3}gives a good description of "rule of thumb" methods
and precautions required in the casting of large masses of concrote. Three critical
temperature conditions are discussed:
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It It is recommended that the maximum temperature attained be restricted to
70 (lC to prevent delays in the hardening process. Although a temperature
of 70 "C is probably realistic, the reason given for this limit is not correct.
The hydration reaction will be faster under high temperature conditions, with
early strength development, but the long term strength of the concrete will be
compromised IS, 9, 10J •
• The maximum temperatura grc.viient within the concrete should be controlled
to prevent surface cracks forming. This temperature difference should be re-
stricted to maximum of 15 (Ie between any two points wltlun the structure .
• The maximum temperature difference between the maximum temperature
reached by the concrete during hydration and the minimum temperature to
which it will cool to, should be restrlcted to 17°C to prevent thermal cracking
of the structure. This implies that any concrete structure cooling more than 17
(Ie will crack, and Fulton recommends tha.t reinforcement in three directions
be used in tfu;se structures,
A comprehensive section on estimating the temperature rise of mass concrete is in-
cluded for both mass and "Iess-masslve" structures. This Is based on the CIRlA
report. hy Harrison {74]. A description of, and parameters for, the thermal conduc-
tivity of concrete is given based on papers by Campbell -,Mien [44}, Harmathy [45]
and Rhodes [Oil]. A description and ccmparlson of methods to determine the heat
of hydration of cements, based all work by Basson [7}, is also included.
As in the other two reports, methods to reduce the maximum temperature in tv~
structure by using low heat producing cements and blends, pre-cooling, and pc~t ..
woling are discussed. Tk ,re is a discussion on the limning of lift sizes and the
extension of periods between the placing f.)f successive lifts as a passive means of
post-ccollng,
2.6 Summary
This literature re ....iew covers the development of the measurement and prediction
techniques used to prevent damage to concrete structures caused by thermal stress,
from 1895 to the present. Most of the information used in the current practices
and teeo.nmendatlons is based on work conducted in the 1920's and 1930's and was
related to the construction of large dams in the United States of America.
In the last three years very little work in this field hasJz.~~n published, as a. CD !tOM
search was undertaken for 1992, 1993 and 1994 to ;~-a.te,with spetial reference to
the heat of hydration and thermal conductivity measurements and crack prevention
shows. There were no published developments in tl.a measurement of the heat. of
hydration and only two papers on crack control andlor prediction were found. These
were by R.<ml [751 and Barrot [t6l, Four papers by Ashworth [17}, Sona [78h 'ran:
['I9J and. Hoffman {S01 were found which dealt with the measurement of thermal
conductivlty in concrete.
A comprehensive bibllogre; hy, with ahstracts, on the subject of mass concrete in
damn fcom 1908 to 1962 {Bl] is included in ACI Spedal Publication SP-6 .
.,,~
In 1~&~1the development of the project described in this thesis, this literature
t..:~-:,~/ .r:{
revi~y/>ha.shighlighted the followlng issues:
((
• 'K'l' ah acenrate mode! of '.he t~mperature profiles within a concrete structure
to be developed, accurate information (If both the heat being produced and
the thermal conductivity of the ccnrrete, with respect to time, is required.
• Adiabatic ca~\.)rimetry is the only test that measures the heat ot hydration of a
concrete t:>rt\pl~ with respect to time, and at conditions found \':it.ti.~a concrete
structure. As the heat of the sample is ~atalytic to the hydration tl.:(l.ctlonis
is esseni:ial that thn heat of hydrarlon is measured at the same tempetatur\~s
that would be experienced wlthln (l, hydr(~ting cott:r~te structure.
• The thermal conductivity of cor crete has n:V(!I been measured during the
hydration of the concrete, All prevloua tests have either been on hardened
concrete sam pies Vi: on the aggregate used in the concrete, with odl a. single
value fCirthe. thermal conductivity being used in the heat model.
• As far as possible, any equipment or tests de·...eloped should, be low cost and
easy to use. ft should be possible to determine the thermal cQnductivity (If a,
concreto sample during all stages of hydration, with both the heat of hydration
and thermal conductivity of the concrete sampl» being measured slmultano-
ously with respect to time.
Chapter 3
ADIA.BATIC CALORIMETER~
3.1 Introduction
Tlte ca1()J:il1t~tcrdescribed in this chapter was originaHy developed, by the author,
for exp~riments conducted by Gri(\V~ [13]. Auiabatk eallJrimctry was chosen as
the results are obtained under conditions similar to the eondltlons found in a. mass
concrete structure, as was discussed in sectlon 2.1. A block diagram. of the adiabatic
calorimeter is shown flgure 3.1 and an Inter-connectton diagrn.m of the electronic
circuitry is given in. fignr('3.2.
The basis t .e operation of an adiabatlc calorimeter is tha.t the temJ.erMu!(' sur-
rounding the samplr- under test, m thi~ case the 50 1water bath, is kept at the same
temperature as the samplo. This means that no heat is lost from, or gained by~the
sample. and that tIl(l h('at measured during a test is the result of tlJ_c llydr~l.ti(}nof
the cement.
The 500 I tank. altho. ~h not (Issentially part of the adiabatle calorlmeter, also
follows th~ temperature of the sample or a pre-determined ternperature proflle, so
that huger or multiple samples can be cured, These samples can then be used
to measure various bulk properties of the concreto, such as strength and elastic
modulus. This is known as temperature matched curing (TMC) testing.
Tne following sections describe the development of' a. low cost, computer controlled
adlabatlc enloumeter, as well as the cullbratlcn and verification procedures required
to maintain udiahatle condltiens. The section on the design of th(' calorlmeter covers
till' rht .•leo of computer, temperature measurement, heaters and control eire\\itry~ the
sarnpl.. holder and the two tauke, The development of the software ami tne l~(!ontrol
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Figure 3.2: Block diagram of electronic components for the calorimeter
3.2 Calorimeter Design
Grieve, on a. technical visit to Europe in 1986, investigated the availability of adi-
abatic calorimeters suitable for the testing of concrete samples. 'l'he cost of the
calorimeter designs available were in excess of the funding budgeted, «nd it was
decided to design and build a calorimeter with a low cost Personal Computer (PC)
as the controller.
The use of ().PC to control the calorimeter also Increased its flexibility in the type
of tests that could be conducted. This meant that the addition of one extra tem-
perature sensor and a small modification of the software was all that was needed to
add the conductivity probe, as described in chapter 5. The ternperatare matched
curing tests, desc.ibed h chapter 6, required only a change in the software.
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3.2.1 Hardware
The computer used was an IBM PC compatible with a. 286 mother board, 360k byte
floPr>Ydisk and a 20 ~.~byte Hard disk drive. Fitted into the computer WM a 16
channel, 12 bit Analo)$ue to Digital (AID) card (PC-26) with a 0 to 10 Volt input)
and a 24 lin~ digital interface (1/0) card (PG-36).
A 200 W uninterruptable POW(lt supply was used to power tht1 computer and the
signal eondltlonlng cirCuits. This allowed for power failures of up to 15 minutes
without the disruption of a tes\;, The software allowed for a re-start and continuation
of the test. in the ev~nt of a power failure which was longer than 15 minutes. It
was found, however, that long interruptions caused the tank temperature to drop to
such an extent that the conditions were no longer adiabatic, and the results had to
be discarded '[13].
3.2.1.1 'J.'emperature measurement
In the original system, as used hy Grieve [131,PTIOO platinum reslstall<:e thermome-
ters with commercially available a.mplifiers were used tc measure the temperature,
as they are considered the most suitable temperature transducer fot accurate and
repeatable temperature measurements [82]~providing an accuracy of 0,1 <Ie. It was
found however, that the commercially available stainless steel probes were too bulky,
causing heat to be absorbed from the sample. The amplifiers that were purchased
wore found not to be as reliable as expected and had to be calibrated r('gularly
as they had long term stability problems, Because of this, less bulky and simpler
temperature sensors were Investigated.
It was decided to USe National Semlconduetor's Uvla5 temperature sensors, sealed
in a 60 mrn long copper tube with a diameter of 6 mm, The length of the tube was
chosen to be about half the length of the sample to enable an average temperature
to be read within the sample. The prohe was smeared with "petroleum jelly" before
lnsortlng it into the sample to simplify the removal of the probe 01\ completion
of the test, The sensors have a guaranteed accuracy of 0,5 (Ie with an output of
10 mV jOe, with a supply voltage of -1 to ao Volts. Simple signal conditioners to
convert (J·lOO Of! to a 0-10 Volt output were designed and bullt (sec Appendix A).
No callbratlon facilities were included in the hardw ..~re as. this was accomplished by
lneludlng calibration factors in the software (sl~esection a.a).
The output voltage from the condltlcners is read by the computer using the AID
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converter card. The AID card, with a. 12 bit resolution, will give a resolution of
0,024 -c,
3.2.1.2 Heaters and heater control
The heaters in both tanks arc controlled by the computer through the PC~36 digital
I/O card. Interface circuitry was built to provide a buffer between the 1/0 card
and two 25 A solid state relays (one for each tank) and is designed to fail safe, off
condition, in the event of computer failure. A low power, 5 Volt supply was also
inr~uded, from which the computer can monitor any power failure conditions. The
circuit diagram for the interface circuit is given in Appendix A.
As was noted by Grieve f13}, the 50 1 tank was heated with a 200W element, but
after initial tests. was fI'J,mdnot to produce a. sufficient hea.ting tate for aU types of
concrete mixes. A l~W element was added and the total power of l,2kW allows for
a hea.thl,~ I.':'i.teof 7 c'J/hour, which is more than twice the maxlmum heating rate
obtained from ope concrete mixes {see Chapter 4). The 500 1 tank was heated with
a 2kW heater, with the option to add more power if this was found to be necessary.
3.2.1.3 Sf,1tnnk
Originally the sample was Ir contact with the water in the tank. This presented
problems to the control systrn, whreh was designed as an 4'ON/OFFu control of the
heater elements ilJ}. 'l'hd olom was solved by placing the sample holder into the
glass bottle as 51-ownin figure 3.3, which provided an insulating layer of air and a.
damplng, or integral, factor into the control syste. It
Figur~~3.3 shows the sample holder and the glass bottle whleh was placed in the 50
I tank. The water 11:\'('1in the insulated walled tank was controlled by a ft(J,~t valve
to leplace the water lost due to evaporation. with the level set at 101llmabove tlw
glass bottle, Two stirrers were placed near the heater elements and kept the water
in constant motion, in order to ellmlnate anv variations in temperature in the tank.
Tho temperuture probe monitoring the rank water was attached to the outslde of
t lw glass bottle, Teats were undertaken to monitor verlatlons in temperature around
tbe bottle and, with th(' stirrers in operation, this wat, found to be less than 0,1 0("
'.'IH' tank was ('OV('fNl with 100n\111 polystyrene sheet to reduce both evaporatlon
and heat loss.
Dimensions in nln'\ ~rObe Cable
/PQlystYl ~nf} Plug
Plas'l'.i~ Conduit.,./"
Figure 3.3: Sampll" Holder
3.2.1.4 500 1tank
The 5001 tank was constructed from an-Insulated mild steel with an expanded steel
shelf. IOOmm above the tank's base, on which to place sample cubes or prisms.
The heater was placed under this shelf with th( outlet of the diffuser forcing the
water across the element, The recirculating ptUhp provided enough flow to keep
the water in the tank in constant motion with a. maximum temperature varlatlon
of 1 °C being measured during a test. The temperature sensor was placed at SOUl(>
convenient position among the samples in the tank.
3.2.2 Software
The software for the <:al11rimeterwas written in Turbo Pascal 6 [83. tH. 851 with
the menu aystli'm being based on libraries d(~velop{~dby the Software f1ngincering
Apphcatlona Laboratory, Department of I·'ledric,\l El1~im\(\ril\g,University of the
Witwatersrand [xnJ. A lisUng of the suft\\'ar\~is p;ivr>nin Appendix B.
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The test program allows the operator to enter information about the sample ttl be
tested and modify test parameters such as reo.uing intervals, control conetants and
test duration. The test parameters can also be modified while a test is being rrn.
Two additional operation'j allow for old test data to be plotted and calibration t:.!!
calorimeter [871.
3.2.2.1 Controll1lgorithrn
A simple "bang-bang" or "ON-01:"F" control algorithm with hysteresis is used to
control the tempe,'ature of the water in the tanks. The author was involved in
the design and development of another adiabatic calcrirneter, at the same time as
the one described in this ~l}esiswas being developed, to determine the self.heMing
propensity ofcoal (88]. Although the calorimeters are dfusimilar, as the calorimeter
for the coal tests controls the temperature of an oven ani a. gas heat exchanger, both
use slmllar computers and switching circuits. The calorimeter for th~ coal tC!lt&
required proportlonal control of the hpAters in the oven and the heat exchanger,
The abilitr to implement this h tne t.:~(lt'lmett;r used for the concrete tests was
included in the hardware design; in ease this was found to be llecel:i.~ary eluring the
commissioning of the calorimeter. It was found that, because of the relaf;ivcly slow
rate of change in temperature and the damping a.ffectof both the water in the bath
and the air insulation around the sample, proportional control of the heaters was not
necessary, The hysteresis of the syst<m).isdue to the switching factors entered as test
parameters which are obtained during calibration of the system (see section a.3).
The <th'surrounding the sample holder provides an integral (low pass filter) function
to the control algorithm.
3.3 Calibration Procedures
Callbration of the calorimeter consists of th<'calibratkm t')f the temperature sensors
and the determination of the swltchlng parameters to obtain a.i~adiabatic system.
3.3.1 Calibration of the temperature sensors
As can b~ lme!\ in the circuit diagram, no pro\,'slon WM made for any hardware
calibration of the temperature sensors, This was impl("')tmted to reduce the number
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of components which could be affected by envlronrnental changer.
'J:'he three temperature censors were ti"d together with a calibtadng tllermometer
(accuracy of :1:;0,5 (lG) aNi placed in the 50 1 tank w·.th the stirrers op'~rating and
the water at ambient temperature (between 18 (Ie and 23°C). The system was left
for approxima.tE:ly ten minutes to allow the readings to stabilise and then readings
were taken from the three sensoss snd the ca1ih£a.tin~ thermometer. Calibration
factors were th,:::l.calculated to correct the temperature readings of the three tern-
perature sensors to tb at tlf the sallbratlng' thermometer and were then entered into
the computer. This ,lingle point calibration of absolute temperature was consld-
ered sufficient a.s the spe<..tiica.tions of the I/M35 temperature sensor indicate that
the error !lJ linear, within the 0,5 °C accuncy, over ;ts entlre range, Tbis was also
confirmed with readings taken wh,'le the tank was b~ing heated. The water in the
tank was then heated from ambient temperature to 10 "C, and then allowed to cool
back to ambient temperature. The difference in temperatures of the sensors for
the two tanks, for bvtil the heating and cooling cycles, with respect to the sample
temperature seneor, W;t$ calculated and the results analysed.
'I'he diiferel.t'e between the reading of the temperature sensor for the 5001 tank and
thaI. of the sample temperature sensor was found to be less than. 0,5 QC for the entire
t~i.:I'Oeratur(' range (ambient to 70 °G). This was considered accurate enough for the
samples i_,~~ngcured in the 500 1 tank. A hysteresis of ±O.l °C was implemented in
tht; "'ontl'(.)lsoftw.ce.
The ;jOl tank;~ sencor output was also within 0,5 °C of that of the sample tempera-
ture sensor, hut as this. is used for the adiabatic control, a. more accurate correlation
nf the two sensor outputs was necessary, It was observed that the difference between
the two sensors was dependent on the measured temperature. MATLAB routines
[b9j were used to determine linear regression factors, which were then used ill the
software to (L'reCt the output of the 50 1 t:;.nk's sensor. Figure 3.4 shows the dif·
Ierencs between the two sensors after the correction factors have been applied, The
mean of the differences is practically zero (4, <1 x 10...16) with a standard deviation
of Q,O:!°G.
3.3.2 Calibration and check for adiabaticity
Although the errors in the temperature readings are extremely small, it was found
that the adlabatlc charactorlstle of the calorlmcter was also Influenced by external
f,\~·tQl's.These external influences are difficult to quantify and Include.
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Figur;1~4:Temp{!fa.ture differences between sample and 50 1 tank sensors after the
correction faecol'! were applied •
• Hea.t introduced into the wa.ter of the 001 tank by the stirrers, both by friction
and down the shafts from the electric motors.
• Hea.t loaa from the sample to ambient through the cable of the temperature
sensor and the thermal conduetlvlty probe (see chapter 5). it is essential that
the conduit where. the cables enter the glass bottle is plugged to prevent air
movement and therefore heat loss from the bottle.
1'0 correct for these external Iacters, the calibration procedure explained in the next
para.graph was developed.
An inert sample (sand, stone and water) was placed in the sample nolder together
with the temperature sensor and thermal conductivity probe (if used), The tank
was heated to about 48 0(J and, when the temperature of the sample had stabilised.
the calorimeter was switched to adiabatic mode. 'I'he teraperatur« of tll~ sample
W(1$ then observed over a. number of hours and the software switching parameters
adjusted until the temperature of the sampl« remained constant, as shown in fig-
UfO :3.5.
'I'he calibration procedure descrlbsd above relies on a constant ambient temperature
(:1:: 2.5 °C). Large changes in umbient conditions, due to a. r\l.ultjr air condlttoner, were
found to have affected. the adiabaticity of the calcrhneter, The calorimeter must he
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Figure 3.5: Results of test for Adiabaticity
calibrated and used in a relatively constant temperatore environment) although the
absolute ambient temperature is not important.
The adiabatieity of tEle calorimeter was then tested a.t ten degree intervals from
ambient to 70 °e and found to be adiabatic over the whole ra.ngeof temperatures,
Calibration of the calorimeter by heating a sample of known specific heat was lnves-
tlgated, Tltis method was ruled out as the homogeneous hoating of a sample, as is
tho case with hydrating concrete, is almost impossible. If portions of the sample are
at a higher temperature than where the temperature is being measured! heat will
IR: lost to the wat ...r bath and conversely heat will be gained by the sample if the
temperature .~ measured at a position where the temperature is greater than that
of the ,\ -erage temperature 01 the sample. It was felt that as the calorimeter was
fOUII i to be adiabatic 0""1' its fun operating range using a pre-heated inert sample,
ft" ther calibration procedures were unneecssary.
It was found, during the development of the calorlmeter, that these calibration
procedures should be carried out at least once a. month) when any questionable
results are obtained Or if there are any significant changes in the ambient conditions
to ensure accurate test results.
3.4 Temperature Matched Curing
As was expressed by Davey [90] in his paper describing an avparatus used to conduct
temperature matched curing (TMC) tests, "The engineer is often puzzled by the
magnitude of the variations in strength of concrete teat-pieces made on the job" •
He found that the early strength (after 24 hours) of rapld hardening concrete was
dependent on the mixing and curing temperatu.e, In a. set of three pa.pers Cannon
describes the development [8I, application [9] and future trends [10] in temperature
l\
matched curing. From his reported results it is clear that the temperature of concreto,
." tng the hydration period affects both its short and long term strengths.
Sa.trples can be cured in the 500 1tank during tests for the heat of hydration with the
ten' perature of the tank, and therefore the samples) ft"lowlng the temperature of the
sample in the sample holder, This temperature profile is not necessarily the profile
which would be found in a structure, as no cooling is accounted for. To accommodate
for TMC tests representing the "real life" situations a program has been written for
the calorimeter to control the temperature of the tanks to any predicted temperature
profile obtained either from field measurements or from a. heat model (SCf\ chapter 6).
Samples are then cured following the predicted temperature profile, and tested for
parameters such as strength, elCl.Stic modulus: treep and shrinkage during, or after,
the curing period. The strength and temperature profile of a concrete pour can then
be predicted.
3.5 Conclusions
After solving the initial tMthing problems, results from the calorimeter ha.VH been
found to be repeatable, provided the system is calibrated regularly. It nvnt he
p()intec~ out, to emphasise the importance of calibration, that a 1 <Ie difference in
actual temperature hptwccn the sample and the water bath, over 4 24 hour period,
will cause an error of about 18 % in the heat determined from a concrete sample
over a 4 day test.
Descrlptlons of mixing and test procedures for the determinatlon of the heat of
hydration of concrete samples in the calorimeter are given in chapter 4.
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Chapter 4
HEAT' OF HYDRATION
MEASUREMENT
4.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the use of the adiabatic calorimeter to determine the hea.t
of hydration of concrete samples. The physical principles and possible errors In
using the method are discussed, together with Infer ....aation on data collection and
processing.
The rMc of the heat of hydration (Q (Jjsec)), at a1.Y point in time, is calculated.
from the temperature readings, obtai ...ed from a hydrating concrete sample under
adiabatic conditions, and its specific heat 1 using the equation '1.1 [7).
(4.1)
where
Cp =: Specific heat (If the sample (.J/kg K)
m =: Mass of the sample (kg)
I::..T == Rise in temperature (I{/scc)
The specific heat of the sample is normally determined from the sum of the specific
heats of its compommts (3]. TheN has been some discussion 011 the v(~Hdityof this,
lSp('cific Heat (J/kg I\) is (l. measure or a mM..:rial's thermal ca.pi\dLy Ie. The amount or hei\t
required to raise 1 kg of the ma.terial by 1 OK. Rhodes 1M] describes methods to determine the
8pedflc heats of hardened concrete, aggregates, cement and cement pastes.
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Table 4.1: Specific Heat of Cement Paste (Carlson and Forbrich 1938)
21
32
43
54
66
Temperature
(CC)
1109 1589
11.59 11'(}7
1268 1904
1423 2113
1674 2427
as the specific heat of the cement paste (cement and water) changes considerably
during hydration (discusdcn by McCoy 123]). This matter l-ad been investigated by
Carlson in 1938 [19}. Tests conducted by Carlson showed that the specific heat of
the cement paste changes by up to 40% dunng hydration and he suggested a linnar
interpolation of the specific heat of the known an-hydrated and "hydrated values".
Carlson given no indication as to the extent of hydra.tion of his "hydrated" samples.
The results for "well-hydrated" cement paste show variations with both tcmperatara
and the water-cement ratio (W:C). Table 4.1 shows the results obtained by Carlson
(converted to SI unlts), These tEHs and reccmmendatlcns made by Carlson were
the only reference found in the literature W''l.i<'b. quantified changes in the specific
heat of cement ')u.ste. The validity of his assumptions and recommendations have
not been teet ,and further research into this problem should be pursued.
Carlson's da.a was used, by the author, to "'!uantif;r the error that the change of
the speelfic heat of the cement r-astc would have on the heat of hydratlou values
obtained from the f~diabatic ealorlmeter, Second (lrder polynomials were fitted to the
temperature and spaclflc heat values, and then a linear regression of the ccefficlenta
WU.H determined between the two watencement ratio values as shown. in equation (1.2.
Cp =: Spcelflc heat of the cement paste (J/kg K)
T :;;;Temperature «(t(')
Pl"P,'! :::: eoefflclents determined from equation <1,3.
(-l.a)
ii
30 35 40 45 50
Temperature °C
60 65 70
Figure 4.1: Specific heat of cement paste at different temperature and waterecement
ratios
where
an anti bn :t:: linear regression factors of the waterieement ratio.
A plot of the results it; shown iI' figure <1.1.
Equatlons 4.2 and 4.3 were incorporated into the MATI.AB program ·cundat3.mf
(mied to process all the ealorimetor da,ta; see apprndix m. 'I'hc specific hNLt "Ins cal-
culated fot, hardened cement paste at oaeh recorded temperature and, as suggested
hy Carlson, a linear interpclatlen between the specific heats of the unhydrated com-
pononts and the caleulated values W~lSused. The int(~rpolation makes the simplifying
assumption that the cement puste is at the final state of hydration at the point when
the maximum temporatu-e is reached. 'rhe dtgl'ee to which the Sll~cific heat has
changed, from the sum of the unhydrated values to that of the hydrated VMU(,S, is
assumed to be dependent ott th(ll'\1te at heat evolution of the sample (le, 8(hc(lt)/lit).
Fip;url' ,1.2 sho,vs the calculated change in the spcciflc heat of an ope concrete mix
durin~ Jlydra,tion.
Tahh .. 4.2 gives details of the mlxes used for the test results presented is this and
'fable 4.2: Concreto mixes--~--------~--------~---------~MIX ope ope/FA ope/GODS Sl)ccific Heat~----------~------~----~--~~--------+--.-----ope 355g I 249g
m w~
GGBS
SAND (
STONE 1«
WATER. ---4-----1-COMPACTED
DENSITY
880 J/kg K
880 J/kg K
880 J/kg K
880 J/kg K
881 J/kg I{
4181 J/kg K,~--~-----+----~
1949
It02kg
20000
763g
1.02kg
200ml
118g
118g
780g
1.02kg
200ml
2523kg/'lt,3 2491kg/m3 2534kOltn3
1170
Correct I'd Specific Hea.t -
Constant Specific Heat· ,.
11130 ...........JN~i
,/ 1
J 1
_..k...,_ ........_""-_,J
Specific Ueilt ..
(J/kgK) 11;)0
1140
1130
1120 ,",",~_._""_--L . __ ...I__ J - !
o 10 20 30 ·10 uO 60
Time (Hours)
10 80 10090
Fi~\ltt\ 4.2: 'Variation in the Specific Heat of Concrete during lIydra.tion calculated
from Carlson's measurements
subsequent chapters, '!'he specific heats or components used in the t(~stt.tA calculate
rho specific !wat of the samples were the genera.lly aecepted values obtained from
Fulton's Coneroto 'l'edlUolo~l' {aJ. If accurate tests for a.pm'ticular site or project art}
required, the SlwcUk heats of all tho components of the mix should be determined
[2:!,6.1].
Heat
(kJ/kg)
250 -
200
~ J~~_' ~ ~ ~
20 40 60
Tim~ (Hours)
50
80 100
J!igure 41.3! Comparison of neat of Hydration determlnetlon methods
The heat of hydration obtained from the sum of the speclflc heats of the materials
is compared with the heat of hydration obtained from the corrected specific hea.t in
figure <1.3 fbr the three different concretn mixes.
The calculated heats of hydration, using the corrected specrflc heat values (dotted
lines). arc lower by about 2% than those calculated with the sum of the specific
heats of the components with all the concrete mixes.
~ should be noted that the corrected valuea for the specific heat are based on results
obtained by Carlson in 1938. 'The chemical composition of cement ha changed con-
siderably since then {aG] and no work has been undertaken to determine the changes
in th{>specific heat !'If cement pastes with extenders added. As the error is less than
2% it was decided, in the absenee of valld information on current cement pastes, to
ignof(~ any change in the specific heat of the cement paste during hydration. This
is in line with other researchers [;2t la, 7}using adiab.).tic calorimetry to determine
heat l)f hydr;\tion values.
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4.2 Data Collection and Processing
4.2.1 Data Collection
A step by step procedure for eonductlng' a. test arid processing the results is glven
below:
It All components of the mix, including the mixing water, should be ba.trhed out
and stored at room temperature for at least 12 hours before the commencement
of a. test. This results in a. hemogencous temperature within the mix at the
start of a test,
• The tempera-t.,ne of the 501tank should he set at about lee lower than ambi-
ent temperature by adding mains water or ice prior to commencement of tIe
test, This prevents heat being Introduced into the sample by the tank. 'I'he
temperature difference will be conected by the tank In l('st; than 8 minntes
after tbe start of a test.
• Start "he computer program, ilnpl~ment all instructions and enter data up to
th~ request for the mess of the sample,
• Mix the sample of concrete, about 2 kg, and place it. in tho 1 litre pla.<;ticbottle
and compact.
NOtrE~ Specla. care should be taken <luringthe mixing stage (.)f the test espe-
d(uly if comparatlve studies of varlous concrete samples are being undertaken,
To prevent changes in the te.'upera.tul'C' of the components of tIm sample the
mixer and puddles should be at the same temperature as the components and
constant mtdng (2 to 3 minutes) and compaction time., must be used. Mix-
ing and placement of the sample in tho calorim(>t\'l'should take place as fast
as possible to reduce, as much ,\S possible, the loss of tl\(! iramedlate heut of
hydration.
• The sample should be wl'ighed and the height of t}1t\, sam!>ll:'in the bottle
measured. The program calculates the compacted density of the sample from
this value.
• Place the temperature probe, smeared wltll "petroleum jelly" I into the center
of the samph.. ensuring t1m.tthere is good eontnet with the mix.
• Place tho plastic eontaine. ill tl.\, glass bottle and mrl'fuUy fit tlH"liti onto thn
glass bcttlo.
If Put the glass bottle into the 50 1 tank and plug the conduit to prevent air
movement from the bottle.
.. Enter the mass and height of the sample into the computer and start the tesi;.
Temperature rea.dings are taken during the test if the temperature varies by
more than 0,5 °C of the previous reading or at one hourly intervals. The
time, sample temperature, tank temperatures and the ambient temperature
are stored in a data. file.
.. Observe the test regula.rly during its duration. Data may be downloaded onto
a. disk for analysis on a.nother cc.mt'uter while a test is being conducted.
4)~.2 Data Processing
On completion of the test, the stored data. is manipuluted by the MA'rLA.t3 program
'conda.t3.m.'. A rulllisting of this program is given in Appendix B and a. flow chart
shown in figure 4.4.
A brief description of the process is as follows. 'rhe data is interpolated to ten
minute interval, and then filtered, to remove the variations dUE; to the resolution of
the temperature readings. The heat of hydration is then calculated to give a. plot. of
the power generated during hydratlon in W/kg of binding materia.! An example of
this is given in figure 4.5. Note the immediate heat of hydration (fir.~t30 minutes)
as described by Carlson [191. The power generated 1s then integrated to give a plot
of tIn' total heat produced in ( llkg of blndlng materilll as shown in figure 1.6.
'rho results shown in figures '1.3~4.5 and 4.6 a"e from tests conducted during the
development (if the c1110ritneter where the mixes were chosen for their workability
rather thall t.he cholce of practical mixes.
tl.3 Conclusions
Tim dmnge ill the specific he .." of the cement paste during llydration with, ant!
wlthuut, extenders should h~ i~~"estigated. No informati()U on the specific heat of
OPG with extenders could be found and OPG has changed slnee Carlson '$ work
ia U}:lR. As it is. v('ry difficult to measure tlU\ sp('('ifh~hl"Lt of hydra,ting cement
!).It:te because 1)£ the heat b('ing generated. tho Iineer regresslon methud suggest\'t!
I.lY < '\rison [19] provides <I, simple met.us to correct for the change in specific neat.
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Figure 4.4: Flow chart of datu. processing program (CONDAT3.M)
Ii.S wa...shown, the errOl' is less th ....n 2% if the changes in the specific heat are ignored
and, as no information on the changes in the specific heat of modern cernentltlous
ma.teri~··.sis available, a. specific heat based on the specific heats of the compcnenta
should be used until further information is available.
It ls very difficult to make comparisons with results obtained by other research
workers measuring the heat cf hYI!ratiOl\ in adiabatic calorlmetere or with any other
measuring technlque, Waterrcemont ratles, mlxlng techniques, time ..~fter mixing to
the start of the test and starting temperature as well as the cement tYJl~and prop-
erties such as ilneuess and composition will influence the results obtained, However,
tIm range of results obtained during the development of the calorimeter for varlous
Power
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binder combinations (Ope 202·316kJ/kg, 70/30 OPC/FA 189~298kJ /kg and SO/50
Ope/GGES 225·305 kJ/kg) were similar 'Cothe range of values given in Fulton [3]
and by the Portland Cement Association {73J for the first 5 days of hydration.
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Fi~ure 4.5: Power Generated '>y the ope concrete mix
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l~igure 4.6: Heat Produced by th~ ope; concrete mix
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Chapter {)
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
MEASUREMENT
5.1 Introduction
. The ol'hsinal contribution to the field of concrete technology is described in this
chapter, covering the development of a thermal conductivity prebe and for the first
time a.method to measure the thermal conductivity of a. concrete sample during all
stages of hydration.
Thermal conductlvlty is a.measure of a material's ability to conduct heat. To enable
the tempera.ture in a concrete structure to be estimated over a. period of time, the
thermal conductivity of the concrete, during this periodt is required.
The thermal conductivity of materials can be measured by either using steady sta.te
or dynamic measurement techniques with differen.t procedures for solids, liquids and
gasses. As concrete is producing heat during hydretlon, no steady state method
can be' used with any accuracy. Concrete also changes state from a. 'seml-llquld' to
a. solid during the first ',z-t hours of hydration and a method had to he found that
would b~ valid for all the physicru.states <luringthe hydra.tion process.
An investlgatlon into various dyna.mic thermal conductivity measurement techniques
was undertaken, with emphasis on the following three objectives:
• Slmultaneous thermal conductivity and he':l.tof hydration measurements .
• Low power. te minimise til(} amount of heat Introduced into the sample,
• Ease of use.
All the standard thermal conductivity measurement techniques were investigated
(91,92,93,94.95, 96}and only the thermal probe method was found to be suitable.
This is the only method that can measure the thermal ""onductivity in both 'semi-
liquids' and solids. The thermal probe method was first suggested by Schleiermacher
in b88 and again, independently, by Stalhane and Pyke in 1931 191). Jaeger {98J
presented the theoretical analysis of tva conduction of heat from a cylinder, which
was followed by work by de Vries [97, 99J describing the use of the method for the
measurement of the thermal conductivity of ';oth dry and wet soils. Th,r.-_probe
operates by heating a cylinder, with constant power, tha.t is placed in the material
under test. The temperature increase in the cylinder .ismeasured and the rate of
the temperature increase is proportional to the thermal conductivity of the material
under test. The probe needs to be constructed out a high thermal conductivity
material to allow for uniform heating of the probe. The formula which describes the
operation of the thermal conductivity probe is (100]:
(5.1)
where
AT;: Rise in temperature (°0)
Q ::: Input Power (W)
,\ ::::Thermal conductivity (W1m K)
t2 :::: End time (sec)
tl :;;:Start time (sec)
tc := CaJ.U,rationfactor (time offset)
The formula.5.1 can be further simplified by keeping the start and end times con-
stant, resulting in the equation 5.2 for measured thermal conductivity
A:::: Q C
AT (5.2)
where the value of the constant (e) is determined during callbratlon of the probe ..
Three different probe styles were tried in this Investlgatlon.
The Hrst, using a soldorlng iron element (length of 60mm and diameter of 9mm) •.s
the heat source with a thermocouple attached to it. proved to be too bulky, requiring
a. lot of power to increase its temperature in order to enable the conductivity mea-
surement to be obtained. This extra heat was theft dissipated through the sample
after the measurement and affected the hydration process.
The second attempt was to go to tho other extreme as far as size was concerned,
and a probe made from two thermocouple junctions, one as the heat source and the
t.tber to measure the temperature increase was tned. The probe, with a diameter
of lmm and a length of 5mm, was constructed for each test by soldering the two
junctions together. A new probe was required for each test, as it could not be
removed from the hardened sample without being damaged. Power was supplied
fl'om a constant current source, and the temperature increase was l'·,l,(.!l'sllr(1dafter
20 seconds, Tests were conducted in samples of hydrating concrete, granite and
sand, The two problems that emerged from these tests were the variations in the
characteristics of different probes due to construction variations and, because of the
small size, there WM the possibility of the probe measuring the thermal conductivity
of a. plece of aggregate, and not the average conductivity of the concrete sample,
Tho third probe tried and which proved successful, was a 64mm long brass probe
with a. diameter of 3,15 mm, the design and the calibration of which is described in
the following sections.
5.2 Probe Design
5.2.1 Hardware
Flgure 5.1 shows a diagram of the thermal conductivity probe. The length was
dWS('Il to be approximately a quarter of the length of the sample, ~o as to obtain an
",verage measurement from the concrete, and the diameter was the smallest available
brass tubing that could hold both the thermocouple and the heater element.
The thermocouple cable which was used was n. fibre glass covered Type K pair,
with a. diameter of Imm. The thermocouple [uncrlon was crimped and soldered
into a. small copper plug (diameter of 2,4mm and length of 3mm). Then a20mrn
of resistance wire, with (1. diameter of O,13mm and a resistance of 36,S 1~1m! was
wrapped around the thermocouple cable and covered with a. length of heat shrink
sleevlng. Heat sink compound (Dow Corning a.tO) was smeared ever the sloevlng to
improve thermal contact with tho brass tube, and the w1101e assemb1.y was pushed
into tim tube. The COPP{,f plug was then soldered into thtl end of the brass tube
Figure 5.1: Thermal Conductivity Probe
and a plastic collar glued onto the other end, and then sealed onto the cables. The
single temperature measuring point a.t the end of the probe is valid IJ,S the thermal
conductivity of the brass is much greater than that measured in concrete, resulting
in a uniform temperature l>.ofile .91ongthe whole length of the probe.
The thermocouple cable was connected to a signal conditioner. obtained conrner-
dally, whlsh converted 0·100 (Ie to a. 0·10 Volt output. This voltage was read by the
computer using a spare channel on th.e AID converter card used for the adiabatic
calorimeter control.
The heater is supplied from a variable, constant current .., the circuit diagram
of which is given in Appendix A. The Same solid state rela.~ used to control • ~ 5UOl
tank is used to switch the supply to th~ probe. The use of the control circuitry for
two purposes does not present a problem as it is unlikely tha.t the curing of large
samples for strength tests would be done simultaneously w1th a, heat of hydration
and thermal conductivity tests.
5.2.2 Initial tests, software development and probe calibration.
The program was written and modified during the initial calibratlcn and testing of
the probe to obtain accurate readings without introducing unnecessary heat into the
sample,
Trial tests to determine the characteristics of tl,e probe were carried out in blocks
of carbon, teflon and polystyrene, The thermal conductivity values used in the
calibration were:
• Poiystynm(' (moulded beads): 0,0·1 '.'\i"/mI\: t I
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Figure 5.2: Heat pulse in carbon a.t 500 mA
• Tt.llon : 0,34 WImK [94]
1
1
10
• Clrb()n~ 0,9,*WImK (determined by using a. simplified comparatlvo method
{lOOD
'rests were conducted in these materials at currents varying itOrrl 1A to 100 mA in
100mA steps, so as to determine the optimum current for the probe by considering
both the resolution of the temperature reading and the maximum input heat. A
current of tlOO UtA was found to be the best compromise, allowing for s\4fllciont
temperature rnerease, in the lligh thermally conductive carbon sample, to obtain a
relatively good resolution in the temperature reading while in*roducing the m..dmal
possible heat into the sample under test. As examples of the tests undertaken,
figures 6.2 and 5.3 sil'" the heating curves at a current of 500 mA in both carbon
and teflon samples. Readings were taken (wery0\2 seconds duriDg a. test cycle where
the heater was switched on for 30 seconds, 5 seconds after the readings started, with
a complete cyele tt1king65 seconds.
The temperature rise (~2') in equation 5.1 must be measured in the initial linear
s(>,'tiOI[ of the curve [mil. By observation, both curves are most linear between 1
TemlH~ra.tm:(~
°e
30 40
'rime (see)
6050
j
• I
70
l<'igure 5,3: neat pulse in teflon at 500 mA
and 15 seconds after the heater was switched on, and this period was used in the
thermal conductivit.y tests.
As can IH: observed in figure 5.2 the initi.\lliuear section aCUte hc,tting curve CO\:<'1'8 a.
temperature range of 2 QC. The resolution of ;;hc 12 bit analogue to <iigltal convertor
eard is O~02,1°C which result? in resolution of 1,2~bof the reading, 'rhis implies that
readings in the carbon must be quoted as 1l,9,1±Ot02 W lmK.
Softwurc was written to control the power supply to the probe ..ind obtaln tomner-
nture readings. Tbe initial program switched on the power (500'111\.)to the probl',
waitt'(t 1 second, took inltlal temperature readings. waited 10 8('(;on<18ami "hen took
a lil\tl.! ~eml)('l,.\.t\ll'Q reading before swuehlng the »ower off. 'l'h(\ temperature In-
n t'i\$(' was then corrected for any dumge in tho t('ml)crat\1re of th(~g,\fllIllc {lttrin!t,
tho heat pulse (measured on the sample's tcr"l)ern.ture probe used by the adiah'l.tic
calurimeter). This temporature step was then related to the thermal conductivity
,~rthe materlals tested, and the probe cultbratcd.
heat of hydration determinatlon, a modified version of the control program was writ-
ten with the aim of determining the amount of heat that the thermal conductivity
tests add to the rnmple, and also to control the maximum temperature of the probe
in low conductivity materials.
The revised control program switches on the heater, waits 1second and then takes
the initial temperature reading, 'rho program subsequently monitors both time and
probe temneratuio and will take the final temperature readings and switch off the
heater whe.i the temperature increase is 2 I)C or the time elapsed is 10 seconds. If
the tmXl'1eratnre Increase is less than 2 °G after 10 seconds, the program calculates
the time at which the temperature would have reached 2 oG, based on ~ linear
relationship, The time interval \5 thon corrected for any changes in the sa.mple
temperature and related to the thermal conductivity of materials under test.
Because of the change from an output of temperature to an output 0: time, equa-
tion. 5.2 becomes
where ~l is the time to reach 2°G.
The calibrl1t,ion of the I)!obe required two calibration steps. Firstly the power intra-
dueod by the probe at different temperatures was determined and then the probe
was calibrated in samples of m..\.terials of known thermal condudivity.
The roslstanee of the heater wh'.' In the probe was measured! at 10°C intervals,
from'm QC co 90 0(' and a Huear regresslon curve fitted as shown in ngufl,\ 5.4. From
this rolatlonshlp and the constant current of 500 rnA, the powe~ into the probe. at
different temperatures, wn: obtained.
Not all th<c'heat Introduced into the probe heats tilt' brass tube as the other materials
of the probe are heated to the same temperature, ••nd SOUle heat is lost through the
eablos, To qlh1.utif)' the a.c~'lal power used to IH\,\.t the bmss tube, the probe was
Ilian'ti in a block of polystYf<me, to mi:limiso tIu' heat 1l1st from th~ probe. and
neatod m, it, soetlon ;).2.2. Figure 5.5 shows the results of the test showing both the
heating rate, whitt, til" power W~lSon, awl till.' heat lost through the polystyrl'hl' with
tbi' POWPf olf. Tho rate of tho temperature lnercase W(li. added to the ra.te of the
t').' ...
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temperature decrease ~o determine a heating rate for the brass of 2,7 cC/sm;. From
the mass and specific heat [9·1}of the brass, it was calculated that the brass tube
was absorbing 1,7 W of power. With input pow<'l' of 2,& WI an effidem:y of 61 %
was calculated for the probe. The value of Q in equation 5.3 can now he <l~termined
at different test temperatures.
5.2.2.2 Calibration factor
The choleo of materials with which tt. calibrate the probe, proved to be one of the
most difficult aspects of the probe's development. A large number of tests were
conducted in the followlng mate-lals:
• Watet'
• Oil
• Cardboard
• Carbon
/~
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• Hea.t sink compound
• Granite
• Cement Mortar
Figure 5.5: Hea.t pulse he polystyrene
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Good results with the liquids and semi-liquids (water, oil, grease and lu:-atsink com-
pound} proved almost impossible, as the lreat lost due to radlation and convection
could net be a.cl:urv,l,elydetermined because of a lack of information on the emissivity
of the probe and tho actual thermal properties of the materials.
'I'b« samples of granite and t..ortar were ruled 011t because of the difficulty of drilling
a. 3,2111.m hole to allow good contact with tho probe. Although good results were
obtained with both cardboard and polystyr('ne, tests in these materials w('re dis-
continued, as extreme care had to be taken when inserting the probe so as not to
damage the material in sueh a \\,,\},that contact between tho probe and til\'! materlal
was Incomplete.
It was decided to use the following rnaterlala for regular calibratlon of the probe,
because of the eu.! of drilling holes into the ma.terial to obtain uniform and consistent
contact with the probe.
• Bee's wax (A ~ O,40WlmK) [lOll
" Carbon (.\ = O,9U,}t/mI{) (see section 5.2.2)
• Teflon (). = 0, 35lV/mK} [94}
• Pine (). = 0, llW/mK) [l02}
Calibration was a.ccomplished by taking at least 10 measurements i.l each of the
listed materials, with a minimum of 10 minutes between readings. The 10 minute
dela.y allcws the probe, in the low conductivity materials, to cool to the sample's
temperature before the next reading.
'f\\;.f MATLAIJ progra.ms (thermeon.m and prcbecal.m] wert' written to obtain ca.li·
bra.tl<lnfactors for the probe and are listed in Appendix B. The data. obtained from
the dift~'rentm.l.terials are read by 'thermcon.m' and, t.vith the eorrcctlona fl')rpower,
a. value ~t:was obtained, where:
() x:F= ~.=.-
At C (5.4)
The vaIu!'!)of :F are tabulated in a. data. file with the actual values for the thermal
("onduc:tivityof the material, and read by 'probecal.m', A Ilaear regression is fitted
tn thr rhl.ta and the factors stored in a. file for use by the: progranls that process
the thermal conductivity test results. 'Till' full scale error obtained for ~ht)probe
is typically under {)\5~m.A ftlH scale value of 2H//m,[L' is used, as the resoh,tioll of
the t('mp('ratutc readings at thi'l thermal ('onductivity would provide an accuracy of
better than 5%. l"i~ur(' 5.6 shows a typical calibration cesult.
Experiments were undertaken in a sample of wet sand to determine wl\('tlle1'a In-
hl'ic.l,nt could be U6('(1 to ease the removal of the }}-obe ffl}m the cured concrete.
i':rr!lrs in the rea.dings of 11%with petroleum jelly a1'.<1. %with hen.t sink compound
f('sult('d in the declslon to allow direct contact bntlvcfln the prcbe and tit!' concrete
mlx. Removal of the nrobe requlres the careful b 'eakinr; of the hardened concre e
fro It around it.
To dlN'\\ that the probe has net been damaged Nhih~bemg removed from l,h(\ hard-
t'!led s,\tl;pip it is recommended that the prolH...• j (~alihr.\tiol\ is cheeked in the ea: bon
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Figure 5.6: Thermal conductivity probe calibration curve
and teflon samples before each test, and a complete calibration undertaken if the
full scale error in either reading is greater than 1%. Th~ calibration procedure tha;t
should be followed is given in the next section.
5.2.3 Calibration procedure
The following steps should 1111 Implemented for regular callbratlon of the prohe:
1. At least 10 measurements should bo taken in samples of bee's wax, carbcu,
teflon and pint" with a minimum of 10 minutes between readings,
2. Each set of readlnga should he processed by the MAl'I.AB program 'thermo
con.m' to obtain the factcr :F (see equation 5.,1).
~l.'Tho values of :F should then he tabulated in a data file with the actual value
fot' tho thennal condu{~tivjt,yof the material.
4. Hun the ~IATI.AB program 'probeeal.m', whleh will fit a linear tegn'lssion to
the data and store these factors in a. file for use by tile programs that process
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F'ignre 5.1: 'thermal conductivity results
the thermal conductivity test results. A fun scale error and a, plot of the:
calibratien results is also provided.
5.3 Data Collection and Processing
Preparation of the sample and placement into the calorimeter is the same o.s was
described in section .1.2.1with the exception that the conductivity probe is placed
in the sample about :30mm from the temperature probe. This distance is sufficient
to prevent the temperature probe influencing the results of the thermal conductivity
readings. Thermal conductivity readings are taken at 10 minute intervals to reduce
the amount of heat introduced into the sample. The time, pulse time and probe
temperature are stored in a data file whirt .. on completion of th(· test; is read by the
~IATLAB program 'c.ondat3.m' (sce Appendix B). This is the same program tlmt
processes the heat of hydratlon data a~ described in Cha,pt(,f 4. The data is filtered
itt order to remove the vo.rill.tlons due to the resol '.)" ,',' hn ""H\tun~ r(li\<iings,
in order to gi\'(~a two hourly trond. Figure 5.1 shows th(\ results of the same samples
r"~Hnwhleh the heat of hydrations were determined in chapteeI. Tim progr-m also
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calculates the thermal diffusivity of the concrete from the specific heat and density
of the sample (see figure 5.8). Thermal diffusivity is defined as [31:
>.D--- ,·dc (5.5)
where
D =: Thermal DHfusivlty (m'lj.';)
..\::::Thermal (:011(L .tivity (H'/ml{)
e == Specific Heat (JikgIO (Measured or recommended values)
cl :;;: DEmsity (kg/m'J}1
The effect of the heat lntrodcccd into thE>sample by the thermal conductivity mea-
surement was Investigated. In the worst case, where the lleater is on for 10 seconds,
28 J of heat is used for the! measurement (2,8 W for 10 seconds) which, on average,
will raise the cemperature of the sample 0,01 \le. This increase is less than the res-
olution of tho tzmperature measurement for the control systern (O.o:.H CC) and will
lThc ul'nsity used is the COnllJacte<\ lletlsity of th~ sample messnred before pla(:enwnt into the
\·",\orimeter.
·IS
Ta.ble 5.1: Comllarison of 'I'hermal Conductivity Cl)
1~:a~81I~~I~~)ITlm~ :e:;t'~
Rousan f47} 1.,0- 1,8 7 - 84 days
Davey [103} 0,8 - 2,3 not specified
I,:-\CI [57J 1,8 - 3,8 1-1 days
remain unnoticed by the control system. This will result in the heat being lost to
the air and water surrounding the sample without affecting the a.diabatidty, or the
heat of hydration calculations. Tests undertaken using samples with, and without,
the heat pulse, showed that there was no apparen); heat introduced by the thermal
conductivity measurement.
5.4 Discussion of Results
Numerous t('$ts were conducted on vadous concrete mixes with different aggregates,
mix ratios and extenders during the development of the probe. Figure 5.7 is typical
of tho results obtained WIth a. declining trend in the conductivity of ]:)\..and GGBS
concretes always evident when compared with the thermal conductiyity trend of
ope concretes. The. reason for this difference has not been investigated. Thermal
conductivities in the range of 0,6 to 1,2W/mK were recorded with the lower values
obtained from mixes with dolomite aggrega.tes and the higher values with gran-
it(~ aggregates. 'Iable 5.1 shows the comparison of the results with those of other
researchers.
The values obtained from the probe are lower than those ohtalned by ".,tho1'reo
searchers. This is probably due to the fact that they all conducted t.lteir measure-
ments on hardened concrete from 3 to 180 days aftQrmixing, with the exception of
Yoshida who took his measurements at temperatures between 0 °C and 10°C, and
neglected the heat of hydration in his results.
·19
5.5 Conclusions
ThE.'development of the thermal conductivity probe will enable, for the first time,
the determination of the thermal conductivity of concrete samples during all stages
of hydration. The ability to measure the thermal conductivity of concrete during the
early stages (first 48 hours) of hydration, when the hea.ting rate from the hydration
reaction is at its grea.test, will help enormously in producing an accurate h('at model
of a. concrete structure.
Numerous tests need to be undertaken on samplea of concrete with various cementi-
tioua mixes and aggregates to classify concrete typE.'Sand mixes with their "typical?'
thermal conductivities. This would provide the design engineer with valuable Infer-
matlon on which to base future designs of mass concrete structures.
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Chapter 6
HEAr.£' MODEL AND
VERIFICATION OF RESULTS
6.1 Introduction
As the results obtained from the thermal conductivity prcbe are significantly lower
than those from other researchers and those recommended for dC3ignvalues for mass
concrete [57, 73, 3], a simple heat model was developed to predict temperatures in
a concrete structure in order to validate the results obtained from the heat of hy~
dratlon and thermal conduc,tivity tests. The results obtained from this model. using
the heat production and thermal conductivity test results I were then compared to
temperature measurements obtained from a test sample in semi-adlabatle condltlons
and (It concrete structure.
6.2 Heat Model
'1.lu,~h('at model is based on the Gauss-Seidel nodal iteration technique, The tom-
perature at a particular node is defined as (95]:
1,/,+1 '" %;: [q, + ; Tl'RiJI' 1+ 1;" (6.1)
T:+1 = Temperature of node i one tlme interval after time P
Ar := Time interval (10 minutes)
Ci :::::Thermal Capacity (If node
qi ;:: Heat generated by the node
Tt = Temperature at time P
T,1>~.T,l·Ei '1li:t' :.:;:Heat lost and/or gained by the node
where
Tf - Tt ;::Temperature between the t~l')deand adjacent nodes
R.i.j = Th(!rmal resistance between the node and adjacent nodes
K.,.: Nodo" : J.mbilmt. T~p.r ..t.ul'o
Node :;: : Surlace
NOde. 3~U'. : lOOJll.Jll.Step. lolo the Coner.t.
nt : Th.rmal !told4MO duo to COllVIIOUQtI.
Rt-MO : CalculA~ed. Thorml\l RltaI.to.nco I)f ~ho Concret.
Flgure 6.1: Heat Model
A MATI,AD program 'heatmon m' ('1eoappendix D) was written to implement the
model. The program calculates the temperature for each nude as shown in figure 6.1t
at ten minute intervals. The input data is fro ..1 the files produced by 'ccndatll.m'
containing the heat of hydration and thermal conductlvlty measurements obtained
from a test sample. The model is thus based on the actual hea.t of hydration and
thermal conductlvlty measured, and. is updated in the model at the ten minute
intervals. If the total time for the model exceeds that of the test ~the assumption
is made that the hydration process is not producing any more heat and that the
thermal conductlvlty remains constant at the same value as the last reading. The
expected temperature at each node, with respect to time, and a temperature profile
alter 2'111ou. 3 is plotted. These are shown in figures 6.2 and 6.:3 respectively.
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6.3 Verification of the Model and Test Procedures
6.3.t Polystyrene calorimeter
Figure ti.4 shows the calorimeter that was constructed, out of pdystyreM, to vel'ify
the model and the dut« obralned from the hea.t of llydrn.tion and thermal conduc..
tMty tests.
A concrete sample was mixed in the same proportions as the (We concrete mix
given in table 4.2. trhe results of the power and heat obtained from th~ adbbatic
calorimeter test of this mix are shown in figures4.5 and 4.61n chapter 4 and the thor-
mal conducslvlty results in figure 5 71n chapter 5. Tho mixed sample was plact;1 in
a. thin plastlc container. which was put into the hole in the p{)l~'styrt)neblock. CuIr
plete contact with the polystyrene is not esscntial as long as a.irmovement around
th~·contalnot is control' J.. Thermocouple temperature probes were used to measure
the amblent temperature, surface temperature and the temperatures of thl"{'\.~points
i).t 10'Jmmintervals into the sample (see figure 6.,1)• Software was developed to use
the adlabatlc ealcrlmeter's m..easutlng system to monitor the temperature values and
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Figure 6.3: Predicted teml'(ltatur(1 profile after 24 hours
to store the data. on file.
The model deserlbed in sectlon 6.2 was modifled to cater lOl' the heat lost through
the POlystyrenc, This WM accomplished by subtrn.cting thl~ predictud hetl.t lost from
each node to tl.e ambie::lt temperature through the polystyrNte ell shown in fig~
ure 6.4. 'I'hls hEat loss, for various differencea between the ambi(l!'l.t and the ncco
temperatures, WLS determined using a finlte elemen t hoft\ ....are ~Htcka,5e.A MAT1"AJl
program 'heatmcdz.m' (soa appendix B) was wdt ten to model tho expucted tem-
peratures in the Mst sample, taking into acccunt thl~losses threugh .he polystyl'etl<l,
The thermal resis .ance due to ttte heat lost at the surfac« (It! In flgu.:e(i.nwas then
adjusted to give tho h('st cerrelation, between th~ modelled results and rhe .nea-nrred
values of the surface temperature, After the program was re-run, with tlw corrected
hN1.t loss (l,t the surface, the results l~')l' all the nodes were then compared to the
aetual values measured. Figures 6.5 and 6.()show the comparison of' the measured
temperatures with those predicted hy the model for the concrete mlx
Tho results \l.t t.he nodes show nn agl'cemer,& within 2°C. Vl.uiatioll u.t.th! surrmt'
nmh\ was as i\ result of the correction i\)t the mnissivity t\t the s. rface assuming a
eonstant ambient temperature, which was not tho G1Sewith the mersurcd results.
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'this di:T(lrt~1H:cis also reflected in the other three nodes. l?or simplicity a constant
ambient temperature was used although the medel can accommodate a. measured
amblout te.npetnturc prcflle as input.
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6.3.2 Concrete structure
To further validate the results obtained from the calorimeter and t.he heat model,
an actual concrete structure was examined. The structure was a bndge pier with
approximate dimensions of 3m x 3m x 5m with the shuttering being removed sixty
hours after castlng, No precautions were taken to control the heat build up in the
structure. The pier was constructed from 30MPa concrete with a watencementlticus
ratio of0,41:1and Ope/FA ratio of 70:30. Three temperature measuring points were
installed monitoring the ambient temperature and depths of 50mIn and 1,5m from
the surface.
As the modelling was done after the pier was built, the concrete sarul>leused for
the heat of hydration and thermal conductivity tests was not made from the actual
components used in the pier conscrur+lon. The mix ratios (see table 6.1) were
kept the same and similar aggreg ..tes were used. The specific heats used in the
calculations were the values recommended in Fulton [3]for the aggregates used. The
results for the heat of hydration told thermal conductlvit!, a·xe shown in figul'e 6.7.
The values for the power generated and the '.;hermal conductivity we"~ used by
the hea.t model program. (see cha.pter 6) with a. modifica.tion to model the change
in heat being lost at the surface after the shuttering was removed Th(l ambient
temperature measured at the site was used in the model. Figure 6.8 shows the
predicted temperatures at 50mm.and l,5m, together with the ambient temperature
measured at the site.
'I'he predicted temperatures arc compared with the measured temperatures in fig-
ures 6.9.
'rable 6.1: Ope/FA Concrete mix
OPC:1249g-
FA l07g
SAN 763g
STONE l.02kg
WATER 200ml
DENSITY I 2·191kg/m3
Power
(kJ/ke-)
Heat
(Wjkg)
25(} -
~O{) ,/
150
100 •
50
20 100o~----~----~------~------~------~-----o 12040 60 80
Time ,hours)
~
~
".
~-
..
r
80 100
0,1;)
Thermal
Conductivity 0.85 ~
(W/mK) ..........-- ~~,-,._ ....--_
0.8
0.7 I..-. ..I ....,_'_ ,_""- ..L- -.I
o W ~ 00
Time (hours)
Figur~~6.7: Thermal Results from the Adiabatic Calorlmeter
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6.4 Discussion
The results from the polystyrene calorimeter show that the values obtained for the
heat of hydration and thermal conductivity of curing concrete are correct within an
error band of 6% (2 °C at the maximum temperature of 36 OC). This error may
also be due to the fact that the model uses heat of hydration values determined
in adiabatic conditions, where the temperatures are higher than those obtained
in the p lystyrene calorimeter. The higher curing temperatures in the adiabatic
calorimeter result in faster hydration [3] and therefore higher heating rates. It
should also be noted that the starting temperature, o..?;gregatevariations and mixing
techniques affect the heat of hydration determined during tests in the adiabatic
calorimeter.
The modelled temperatures a.t 1,5m for the bridge pier are within 13% of the mea-
sured readings. Conslderlng tha.t the laboratory tests Werenot conducted on the
actual concrete mix:used for the construction and that the specific heats used are
the generalised values from Fulton [3}the results are well within the error bounds
of the input information,
It should be noted that, as the modelling was done after the fieldmeasurements were
taken, the model was adjusted to simulate. the actual surfQ_.;;econditions. To use the
model as a design tool, the thermal conductivity and emissivity of the shuttering 1:0
he used would have to be determined. With this information and the proposed time
for the removal of the shuttering included in the model, more accurate temperature
profiles within a concrete structure can be estimated.
6.5 Conclusion
The hnat model was developed to validate the results from the adlabatis calorimeter
and thermal conductivity tests described in the !il'oceeding chapters. The corre-
lation between the predicted and measured temperatures, in both ~h(1polystyrene
calorimeter and the bridge pier! are within the limits of the experimental error for
both situations. This correlation of the results indicates that the results obtained
for the heat of hydration and thermal conductivity tests are correct.
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Chapter 7
PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS AND
FUTURE RESEARCII
7.1 Introduction
This chapter briefly examines the practical applications of the laboratory tents de-
scribed in this thesis. These are temperature matched curing tests to determine a
strength profile within the structure as well as cracl ')rmation prediction. A discus-
sion on possible future research work to both improve and expand on the laboratory
tests and prediction techniques is also included.
'7.2 Temperature Matched Curing Tests
With the ability to predicted the temperature profileswithb a concrete structure (as
shown in chapter (3) it is possible to nse these temperature profiles for temperature
matched curing; (TM(!) tests in the calorimeter. Strength tests could then be per-
formed on the samples and a strength promo of the structure, with respect to time,
created. This would give the design engineer more and better quality information
on whlch to base the construction of a large concrete structure.
7.3 Crack Prediction
The prediction and control of cracks ln large concrete structures is of prime impor-
tance to the design engineer. A preliminary investigation was undertaken, by the
author, into the use of the thermal information, determined by the tests described
ill this thesis, to predict the formation of therm ..·u cracks. Two types of thermal
cracking are found in mass concrete structures [3]:
Early Age Thermal Cracking This is due to a temperature gradient l.H..t"rleen
the centre of the structure and the surface. This causes greater expansion
in the interior than at the surface causing tensile stresses at the surface and
thus surface cracking. This situation is reversed during cooling as the interior,
which cools through a greater temperature range, contracts more than the
surface. The now hardened surface offers restraint and tension develops in the
interior causing hidden cracking. Fulton recommends that the temperature
difference between any two points in the structure should not exceed 15 °c.
Restraint Cracking This form of cracking is caused by the thermal stress exceed-
ing the tensile strength of the concrete at any polnt in the structure. The
thermal stress was defined in equation 1.1 in the introductory chapter of this
thesis and is dependent on the degree of restraint to which the structure is sub-
jected and the modulus of elasticity and the coefficient of thermal expansion
of the concreto and its adjoining materials, either foundation rock or previ-
ously cast concrete. Fulton recommends a maximum temperature difference
of 17 °C between the maximum temperature during hydration and the base
on which the concrete is cast. Care should be taken if the base material is at
an elevated temperature, such as concrete cast earlier, as the whole structure
will cool below this starting temperature with time, dependent on the ambient
temperature conditions. In this case the maximum temperature difference of
17 ¢C should be related to the minimum temperature to which the structure
will cool.
It should be noted that the limits of 15°C and 17 °C are "rule of thumb" values and
that the concrete will crack when the thermal strain exceeds the cracking strain of the
concrete. Cracking strain is a function of strength, elastic modulus I creep, coefficient
of thermal expanslon and shrinkage, which are time dependent intrinsic factors.
The recommoudcd limits ignore variations in these factors which are dependent
on construction techniques and concrete mixes. Drying shrinkage also has a large
influence on sl11'f(1(',''1 crack formation.
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Figure 7.1: Piedictiv~l of crack formation
The model used for determining the temperatures ill the bridge pier, described in
chapter (i, W,\$ expanded to include a check for any temperature differencesexceeding
Fulton's recommended values of 15°C and 17 °C. Figure 7.1 shows the time that
both types of cracking would ha...c f ecurred with the insulating shuttering that was
used in the construction of the pier, as well as the cracking time if non-lnsulatlng
shuttering had been used.
The early age cracking was determined to be the earliest point in time that there
is a temperature difference of more than 15°C wlthln the structure. This indicates
the time at which surface cracks would start forming due to the greater internal
expansion when compared with t~\",tat the surface.
Restraint cracking was calculated at the point in time that the node had cooled to
more than 11°C of the maximum temperature that it had reached.
From the two figures it is clear that active cooling methods would have to be em-
ployed to prevent the structure cracking; The use of insulating materials would have
prevented the "early surface cracking" of the pier but would have had to remaln in
place until the centre had cooled to within 15°C of the minimum ambient temper-
ature. The Insulation, however, would 110t have prevented the restraint cracking,
although it would have delayed the development of the cracks, Reports indicate
that the pier suffered from extehsiv:." tt\\c!ting.
The thermal model predicts the time f,f the crack deve;opu..ent and not the size or
distribution or the cracks, which would. be dependent on th ... size of the structure,
how hornegeneous it is and the. patterr- of any reinforcing that ma.l be used.
It should be noted the these predictions of crack formation are based solely on the
maximum temperatures' ecommended h~ Fulton, from work by Harrisou [74} and
vVaugh (104). To accurately predlc. '"he crack formation in a stxuctute th\! degree
of restraint, the moduli of ela.sticity and the coefficients of thermal expansion of
the concrete and its adjoining materials need to be known. Drying shrinkage will
0.)50 influence the stress in the cooling concrete structure, and increase the cracking
tf:Il">'lUCy in the structure,
The above factors are all dependent on on the degree of hydration and temperatures
within the structure and will change continuously during the hydration and cooling
periods.
7.4 Future Research Work
Further investigation should be undertaken into the change in specific heat of various
types of cement pastes ,!;mng hydration. As was pointed out by Carlson [19]~ it is
very difficult to measure the specific heat of a material while it is producing heat.
The author suggests that this may be overcome by taking samples during hydration
and determining the speclfie heat at low temperatures, when the late of hydration
would be comparatively small.
Development of the crack prediction model should be taken further ar 1 incorporated
with work of other researchers {67, 105, 106, 107, 108J. The work should include an
h.v(lstigation of past research into the parameters which influence the thermal stress
in concrete, as well as both theoretical and practical methods to incorporate these
parameters into a stress and heat model of any concrete structure,
An extensive test program needs to be conducted with the adiabatic calorimeter
and thermal conductivity probe to classify the heat parameters of concretes with
various South African cementitlous mixes and aggregates. This would provide the
design engineer with valuable information on which to base future designs of mass
concrete struceures. SimUltaneouslya temperature measureme . program Sh4'llldbe
conducted in all new mass concrete structures, in conjunctlon wit t laboratory tests,
to further verity the heat of hydration and thermal conductivity measurements in
the calorimeter and the heat model.
The possible development of a larger portable thermal conductivity probe that can
be used to measure the thermal conductivity 'Of mass concrete 'in situ' should also
be lnvestlgated,
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Chapter 8
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND
CONCLUSIONS
8.1 Heat of Hydration Measurements
The three ...nost widely used methods for determining the h(lat of hydration of
concrete are the heat of solution method, conduction caloIimetry and adiabatic
calorimetry.
The heat of solution method is most widely used in the specification of cements
but only gives the total heat produced, with no indication of how this is related
to time. Included in the total heat determined is an appreciable temperature rise
almost immediately aftot mixing the cement and water [19], due to the solution of
free oxides and impurities. Thi<> hi",.c~allt1 continues at a diminishing rate for about
ao minutes. Neither calcrlmetrlc method can measure this initial heat release. M
the concrete is mixed out of the calorimeter with some of this initial heat being
lost. before adiabatic condltlons are obtained. Quirk mixing and placement into the
calorimeter will reduce this heat loss.
Adia.batic calorimetry uses the specific heat of the sample in determining the heat of
hydration from the te 1 '#;lra.ture rise in the sample. As the specific heat of the cement
paste changes dud- hyt: -atlon [19,. 23J, errors will introduced into the calculation
fm' the heat of hydration, as was discussed in chapter 4. Conduction calorimetry
overcomes this problem by removlng ami measuring the heat produced by the sam-
ple. This, unfortunately, does not a11O\\-'the sample to Increase to the temperatures
that. would ht~Ionnd in a concrete structure. which changes the rate of the chemical
roactlon, and thus the hen.t of hydration. Adiabatic calorimetry allows the sam!'!u to
experience the conditions most likely to be found in mass concrete during hydration,
and was chosen for this reason.
The calorimeter described in chapter 3 is a reliable and accurate syseem for the
determination of the heat of hydration of concrete. The difference between the heat
of hydration determined using a constant specific heat and a corrected specific heat
in figure 4.3 (see chapter 4) is about 2%. Further investigation could be undertaken
into the change in speclflc hap' I"lf various types of cement pastes during hydration.
8.2 'I'hermal Conductivity Measurements
'£he use of the thermal probe method, as described in chapter 5, is the :first measure-
ment of thermal conductivity of concrete in the early stages of hydration (first three
days] since Yoshida [381. Yoshida conducted his experiments at low temperatures
and neglected the heat of hydration. in his results. All other measurements have
been conducted on samples of wet or dry hardened concretsfrom 3 to 180 days. after
mixing.
8.3 Thermal Model
The development of the thermal 1110del and temperature measurement in insulated
samples of concrete, as described in chaptct 6, were designed to verify the results
obtained from the calorimeter. Figures 8.1 and 8.2 show the comparison of results
obtained with an ope concrete mix (sec table 6.1) at a. depth of 30Qmm.and 200mm.
respectively.
As can be seen. the results are within the aCrUl"1.CY of the thermocouple measurement
system (+: 1 l.'C). The difFerence between using a. specific heat calculated as the stun of
the speclflc heats of the components of the concrete and using the corrected specific
heat, is negligIble.
The good corelatlon between the measured and modelled results indicate that ac-
cur ••te resvlts were obtained from the heat of hydration and thermal conductivity
measurements in the ndlabattc calorimeter.
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Figure 8.2: Verifieu.tiQil.of calorlmeter results at 200mm
8.4 Conclusion
TIH~development of the adlabatlc calorimeter and conductivity probe described in
t.his thesis he s made it posslble, for the first time, to determine the heat genora,tiou.
thermal conductivity and thermal dHfusivity of any eonerete m:x design, ami there-
fore the ability to model the tempelatUf{\ profile of any concrete structure during
TO
the hydration period. Three dimensional mathematical heat transfer models [1091
and commercial finite element software packages such as ADINA [721will allow the
temperature profiles of more complex geomatrlcal structures tv be estimated.
Samples can then be cured, uelng the calorimeter, at the predicted temperatures,
and strength tests performed to determine the quality of the concrete that would
be found at various locations itt a structure. From these predicted temperature and
strength profiles of the structure and the prediction of crack formation (as discussed
in~~hapt() 7) decisions on concrete mixes, cooling facilities ami construction tech-
ni~..1es CaJ.i be made, which will reduce problems experienced during the constructlcn
of il4ie concrete structures.
'/
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Figure .\.,1: Tf'mperature probe signal conditioner circuits
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Figure A.3: Constant current supply for thermal conductivity probe
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t~l,_eh,ck{pul ••_til'_n ... ,n.t~on);
if tlti;"onthIn
b.gin
Aui&lI(in_fil, ,pul••_fU'"tI .. ') ;
l\u.t(itl.fih)j
A•• isn(out_~il •• 1F:\d.pt\vQrk~hQP\gibbQh\co~cr.te\r'luIt.\'+filt.bodY+'.pl'·)i
l\.vrit.(out~til')l
np ...t
r••dln(ln~til~,8);
vr~t.ln(out~~il •••):
until .o:tUn..1U.l.;
clo •• (in ..fil.);clo'.(Qut.filt);
,"d;
til._ch.ek(.ph.fil ••tI~ ••n.t.on).
it n.t~Qn tlt.1I
b'l$l.n
A••ilh(ln_fill ••ph"fill.R ...)i
.....tCie.fib);
A••1,.(~ut_fil.,IF:\4.pt\.orx.hQP\,ibbo.\co~er.t.\r'lult,\'+fil."bo4y+· ••pb');
I••rlt.(out_fil.);
np...!;
r••dl.(i~.fil•••);
.rit.l~(o.t~fil,••);
IIlttil ufC.il'l ..f.i.l.)'.
cl•••(i._fl1.).~101.(•.t~fil.);
ud.
blt.t,blnt:
A"'Jn(i'.fil ••fil.~n...).
Autp(otn: ..fil ••fU._UH1'1't, I rll') •
•••• t(1...f11.);
".r$\I{ollt_fil.);
for 1;.1 t. 21 do
r••dln(l••fil~")i
rllplIl'"
for 1:"'1 to U do
r••4(ift.fill,data_trans[t])j
rndlllUl'Iftfilll);
ti".;"'4U.,;tl:u.tl)*24+d&loll ..tl'u.t.U+data ..tr ..na(31/tJ('j
...,q"\I_ forM.'!C4113eoo+cl.u. trUI [&1/~'I();
nittb(out.;til., U•••·l();".~..t'.1.n.ftatej:10:3).
unt;! lof(1n.fl1.);
clouUn ..1!1h) :
c101l(ou\\..f11.) ,
A'.i~(1n.fiL.,ti1._bPdY+'.hr.')'
a...t.(in_fn.) l
bllip(out_fU •• 'lI';\dlp!;. \"Qf)(,hop\Si.bbol\\<:IlMr,U\l' .. ult.\ '+til ••h<ldy",t ltn,'}.
1."r't.(ou't.tl1.l,
rtpnt
r.,dll\{in.fil.,.,;
"r.t.l~(out~fill.');
until .ot{il\_fil~);
clo•• <inwfil.);elo,,(ou't_fi1e);
VIU'
1 • .:1 ,X, Y; i.n1al!11 •
• t.s~.,a,.4 ••$••;.trinl;
ol'l.fU.'tu't.
n.t ..on:bQolun,
/1
I,
.tnt~d&t:a.r:r'1rO ••il ot 1:.. 1. II
t"n_'ttlllF••iu_cllc. nt, calc .koul:'_clllc ./~tl(;t_"t, Ittllene: XIUl:!.;
ItA:rt_tilllt,tnCLti"'la.d.; }I
//
puln_ .. ;::1IQr4: Ii
1t <1115..,..ut..pltl •• ) ;11.*1
blS:l.1t
if JIOlrlr_ott ttl.1t
tali It
•• ~t_p.tal:.l:'o~(.tn)+p.l.t •• ilt:
if ••xt~pul.t>&$ tlt.n
It.xt.pul.a:-nlxt_pul ••~i
AI.ian(#a_1i1t.'po ••r.tlt·);
r.ldln(on.1:1.lt,d) :.
ra&dllt(otl_t~1••• 2J:
r••dln(otl_1:1.1.,s3)i
rl&dltl(Qn_fil ••• ~);
\~\Clon(Ql\_'filt) ,
)"l1fdt.<Oll_1i ;'11) t
1I1'1t.11\(01\.111.,.1).
Y~:l.t'ln(on_fil."2);
writ: Illil (Otl.;tUI •• :n;
ttritdn(o:\_tlla.s4) ;
lIrittln(Qn,,:fU. ,II!» i
wtittlrt(on_1il.,ntxt.pul ••>.
clonCi'I'I_'i'ilt) i
ttld al <i
l,>agin
tU ... chac1t( 'll':\d.pt\.ol'1tlhop\r;ibbDn\cOl\Crtt.\col\td:l.l'\ntton. tilt) ,ntll't_I),,\ ;
i1 Mi..on I:h.n
bl,ilI
{I/O chae1t:l.nKott}
A•• 1~n(0l\_til •• 'r:\d.pt\wot1t.hor\JSibbo~\concr.t.\(ontdir\pull ••on'):
n.~rit.(on_til'};
Vrittln(OI\~til •• 'Pul•• Onl';
Clo•• (Oll"t:l.19).
U,IO checkinl OIl}{$X"'}
andl
l(,.O·
Yn ;1' (2J.(I.tHuY/2J.D l
AlIdSI\(pulu_',U.,t!ubt_fih_n •• l;
App'l\d(~\ll••_til.):
<lu'Ullt(hout ,.in,"c dO<» t
nut. pub. -... ll1+pult il\;
it nGxt ..pul•• >S9 th.n
Hi
n.xt_pul •• :.n.xt_pul••-eo~
J:*2: '(1 •• e}
Mov.To(X.Y).clr.lintl
l)lltTu.t(tPI.I.:l •• On .);
G.tTi~.(hou~ ••iA."C •••cl00}l
n.xt_ •• c:*t ••t_daYl
n.xt_s.c:·next_ ••cta8400+hourt3800+Mln.&Q+ ••c+••cl001100,
n.xt_••c;~n.xt~ ••c+o,S;
nitch ..on(2)i
,'.put
n.tTi •• (hour ••in •••; •••~100)i
n.... nc:,)Iun..<l.y:
n.. _.. c:.lItlf .... c.aMOO+lIou):.3000+lllin'H\()+uc:+..cl00/100i
it n......c>-n.xt ••• c thIn
b.,in
n.xt ..'9c:-n.".,.c+0.5,
.1:1113'-1;
and,
until JIIO.
t'MP.J.'ud(3) i
'taJ.'t.d.t(31:~.t.t31;
Ihrt_dat[l] :~.ta[11;
a.tTimt(hour.min •••c,••cl00);
.t.rt_tiM.:·t'lt_d~y;
.t.rt.ti.t: •• tart_ti ••• 8etOO+hour~3eoO+mintSO+ ••c+l.cl00/100;
X'IIpnt
t ...p_rnr1(3):
Q.tT~",.(hour••in.ltc:•••cl00)i
n.w_l.e;·t ••t_uIYi
n'''_I.c:·nn_ •• C*8e'''()O+hollr.3000~-:'n.i~0+.. ;,4.. c100/1i)()1
until (d.t.[3l>ltart.Okt(3)+2) or (na'_$a~>.tlrt.ti~.+10)1
{2 d.~C or 10 .ftc}
*"it(lh..off!~) j
HovtTo(X,Y);clr_lina;
1II1n",c.lc;·lItin;
.. c;.. cll.l(;; .... c;
hour. cdc :.(ttlt ..~lly.24)+ (hour)+(ldn_cl.lc/GO)+(ttc ..cal.c/3l500)j
t••t~t ••p:·.t.rt,..d.tC31i
if d.tll[~1<>lt.rt_dat(31 th'n
.nd~tillta:·Cn.....ac"$t'lt~tillt.).21
«dataC3]-ltnt ..dat(3)-
(d.tA[11·.tart ..d.t[1J)H.calil ti••to 2 dog Or
dill
.nd..ti••:*1000,{IRI0a XX lEADIXOr
tl1.'1tdn(p1.l1....fU ••hour..cdc ••nd..U.' ,tut ..ttlllf\);
Clo',<pul"wfi1.);
fHa"eh.cke .,.\d.pt\1fnhhop\sibbol\\concr,t.\contdi1.'\Mton .• at' .n.t~on) ;
it 1101:.. \)1\ then
b.,in
{t/O ch.ekinr G~f}
lI:n.. (on..tiltl;
{1I0 ell.eking Qn}
.ltd;
{$I+}
nil;
..
b'ain
KonTo(2(l,2) •
Str(dAt&[Ol:4:).outl):
Itr(lQIf ..Vll.l:G:2,Ollt2):
Hov.TI'I(O,roll.lld(2(l*<ltt!axl/2S» ;Ct.l"tlllt;
Dun'xt( 'SAltt't.I : '+ilIIl;t+' '+' d.t; C
IItt\t1l1at.£1l ;1:2.011,1;1);
if data(11)dl.u.[OJ t1l.1'1
001:2;.' 1.·chr(2Ui
if dataCl]'·l1Il.Tll[Ol tltt"
0111:2:.' '+eh~(2S);
it (dlt.[1]~.1:lIrQj) thIn
out2:.· '+c:hr(lS)l
if (port.a ~d 2)-0 I:h.n
0111:3:.> lilUTb OFF 1
Ill..
Ql\t3:.> 1I1tATER.DIP;
K ...v Tt«O.rolll\d(2HIl.tHuYl25})~¢t.tt ..t.IIlI
Oll,trtxt('TArK : 1+1'1111:1+'+' d,S C1+cut2+out3+'
Str{d'ta(31:9:1,Qut4);
PR08i');
1'11.11:3:.' HtATia OIP;
Mov.TQ\O,l'oand(21*OltKaxY/2S)j¢LR.LI*il
Str(d,tA(2]:4:2,outl);
OutT.xt( 'AIIBI!IT: '+Qut1+, It·' d', c
blgin
Str(hllt~c1i\y:;lfol\';..) :
Str(hour:$.out2)i
Stl'(lIIin:3.out:n;
HouTo (0 ,1'ounll (2.4.+attKu'lllS»; Cf.1\.I.lIti
OlitTut( 'EhplIlId 'filii.: '+1)111:1+1nlYII'+Ollt'2+' HClUll~"'+0Ilt3+· M1l\ut,,·);
S~r(d.y_.tI'lP; ~1.Ollt31,
OlltTtxt(' T ••t DII1'ation,'+ollt3+'DlYl'),
tnd;
val'
fill_.t.t~.:boolaan;
cd_file:tnt:
cali. t ;in1:,s.l';
begin
f~.le...chack( tF :\d'pt\ltotklh"p\aiboon\cancl'atll\Ullit ,cal' .fil.~.tatu.);
if fil.M.t~tu. than
basin
{$I"'t {I/O ch.eking (lIt}
uup(cd ..fi.la. 'F:\dapt\1to\,lIlhOp\tibbCln\cGl'Icnt.\liMit.cll t) ;
r .. at(calMfila).
rl.dln(e.I_fil.,d.taMdriYa';
rudlll (cll.l..:U:'.,off.at);
rlMlt, (cal..file. tamp_.t.p) ;
r.adln(cal~fila.day_.topl;
r••dln(cal ..fil••hiah_val);
nlldln (cal,,:filf.,cllU) ;
c.110rltioll,:·cl1i-1;
tlldlnCe.l_fil.,pul.I_Min};
for 1:-0 to J do
rtadln(c:al_'fila. t'''p.cll(11) i
for 1:*1 to 2 do
\,oadln(clI!_fil.,tanE_clltXl)j
.-nd.
clon{c:d_tilt) ;
{$I+} {tIO eb'cUns on}
•••isn(cat_ftl.,·lilllit.clIl')j
r••rit.(c.l_filt);
Itric.ln(cal_filo,dttA ..driv.)i
1tri1:I'I',l\\caI.."ll.,fl'fhot) ;
vrittln\cal_filo,ttllp ...tap>i
vrit.ln(c.l~fil'tdaYMatop);
vrlt.ln(cal~filt.hi,h~v_l),
it calibration th.n
vrit~ln(c&lMfilt.J1·)
vrit.ln{~al_fi~ •• tOI);
IIrit.b(c.l"fil ••pul .....min),
tar t:* () 'to 3 d4
tid teln (ci\l..fUa. hll!p.calCI1>:
for t:*1 to l40
vr:it.ln(ca.lwfil.t.U,I'IE_c.:'[IJ) ;
"losd<:d_tUt> :
100
1ilt_statua:booltlA;
rt.~_c.l_filt:ttxt;
c.U.:r:,inugn;
oe,in
{$:r:-} {tID checking oft}
a••i$n(n't~cll~til •• ":\d.pt\.orkfthop\,ibbon\concr't'\liMit.c.l";
Rowrit.(n.t~e.l_fil.);
arit.ln(nat_cal_fila,4ata_driv.);
ltri .In(n.·..cal..fih,off ..t}:
ni"eln(ntt_cd ..'tilt, ttillllP_Uep):
.rit.lnCn.t_c.l_fil'Jd.y~.top);
wdtelrt(n.t ..ca1.filt.,hi&h_vd) ;
if calibration then
uittln(ntt_cal_fillll,'1')
.1..
•rit.ln(ntt~c.l_fil,.'OI);
rnp:·'.':
.rittln(n.~_c.l_fil ••~ul"_Min);
fUr 1:*0 to 3 do
uri tell!(ntl:..;cal_fU" Ulllp_<:el tXl ) i
for X:.l tn 2. do
wl'i ttll! (nat"eal.;.t1h. tank.cal txJ);
cl0••(ntt.cat~fil~);
{$I+} {I/O~htcking on}
tnd,
l)1g~n
dilpl_l. dill. :113.
n.xt.~ul.t:apul ••~.in;
if 1\.~t~pul.'.GO than ntxt ..pul••:-D;
ChfCk ..t2:.tru.;
hold10:'".tn ...
hold60: ..t..l.ao;
l\oldSO;.t,On;
holo;lc10;'"tillu.
hold30:·ttua;
holt{:!O:af..l.. :
if not t••t_aont then
btgin
t"1:~4..y;lO().
dily_inc:'"ttu.;
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COlllpbt. :1Iflllse;
adi~b_ond:-tals'j
lut~r.adillg:"();
thst_plot:ootru.:
•• cond.plot:-tru.;
np ...t
repu.t
for I:"() to $ do
ui!lX'_r.ad(U;
for X:"() to ::3 dt!
r._X'aad:>td.atatll>lalli'51ut&tIJ+O.1;
if r,_X'••d than
b"in
for X:-O to a do
t..\p_r.ad(X) ;
alld;
for X:-O to a do
rol_raad:>odanUl>lut: ..datat:;:1+o.1t
if l't..r..d than
beg-ill.
dalay(1000J :
for t:-o to 3 do
tamp_r ...d(t) i
.nd,
if calibration then dillpl~Y_1
elu
b'tin
displaYwtim.:·di*play~tim.·l:
if di.pla~vtim."() thIn
display ..1:
and;
ditt:.d.ta[O)"low~val;
if diff>(abs(lim_.mallt1))+abl(lim.lmall(2)))/2
tlltn low"Vlll.:lIIdata(0) ;
if lo,"..val>.hish~val thIn adilb_,nd:-\:I:'uln
it !\\ultitl\1In
blgin
it nold70 than tllllp:-tOi
if hold60 then tlmp:.60~
if h01d50 than t.mp:.SO:
if hold40 tn.n tlmp: •• O;
if hold30 th.n tll"'p:",30i
if hald20 thon tlmp:-20i
.nd;
it hold then la#~val,.tlmp.
it (10v_val+\1~m_ImallC1J+oftsot»>dltlCll th.n l#it~h.Qn(i)l
if (lQV.Vll+(li._I.lllt~J+otts.t»<dltat1l th.n ~.~tth~otf(l)i
if da.ta(l»tlS th.1Iawil:ch_ott(1) i
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it IIdil"_on<1 t)\*n .wit.:;h_ot!(1.) 1
a.tTi••Chour•• iA,••c, •• e100);
if lIulti thn
b.,in
if (thoutaQ) oX' (holt~.12»
lind(not ch.ek«12) then
b.,in
chllclr. ..12:'"t1-u.;
it MUlti thon
b·sin
if hl'l1<leQtIton
b•• il:l
hold6ti'~"'f.l •• ;
\'
hold'fO:"'tl:'u,;
if 1I01d60 1:1I.n
beroin
holdSO:1Ofdu;
nolIlISQ:lltrut;
if MIll'll) thth
11115in
hold40:-t ..ln;
holdSO:lltru •.;
if ho1d30 th'"
b·sin
hold30:-talll'j
ho1d4.Cl;lltru.;
if ho1d20 thAn
b.gin
h01d20:*1'&1 .. ;
hold30:lItrut;
.nd;
end;
if (hourll!)or (hou~·13) thAn
.nd;
if (hour"O> ,'Id (nut dAy_inc) th.n
b.,:l.n
tl.t~d..y;.t'lt~~.y+l;
dlly_inc:-tru.;
.nd;
if (hour)!)) th.n day_ine:lltAl •• ;
it e.libr.tion then di.pl.y_2
eho
103
lacin
ii"aiapl_y_tim.-O th.n
b'~.ll!.
;/ di."hy_~;
Ii '"
ii displ.y_tilall:"20;
end;
tiM._tl ••.;k:,.tut_dlly"24+houl;'+Jllill/(!~+nef3~ •• cl()O/~oooo..
it Cti.~~chtck>.l"t_r.adin,+i)
or (l..:_rtadin&-O>
or {~-t~rOl>.lut.~lltlltOJ+t.mp_.tlp) thIn
".,i~
plllt ... con;
la.t_r •• dil\g:-tim._ch.c~:
.n':.
it not hold the1
po.er..chlck,
pul .. ;
\ ,fU,,_eh.ck{ , Ii":\d ept \lIork.hop \gibbon \concrlte \contdir\.t~\). con I ,.t;QP~t.. t) i
fU._checke IF: \c;I.pt\1torhJ1op\gibbon\concrlte \contdir\t:i.1:" con I. trans_fill.);
'filt_c:h.ek( 'F;\d.pt\lIorUhop\gibbon\f;ol\Crete\eontdir\l$JIt.cOl\) ,lo.d ..lblit.) ;
1'ih_chtck( )F: \d'pt\ltorbrhop\gibboll \(loncrt1lJf\contdir\J;im. gat) •nnd_l:i.mlU) l
(lIn en.eking oX1')-
if .top_te.t th.n
b.,in
compht.: ..trul;
plot ..ltor.;
AlSigJ':(F , 'F :\dapt\llorklhop\gibbOl\\conerato\eontdir\.top. ton I) ;
f:r ... (F);
.nd;
it tt'lInl.:tJl.. then
bllgin
tih.tl;'JI,I\f;
AlIIign(l', 'F: \dllpt\ltorklb0l'\gibbon\conerttG\cont<lir\fill .coni) i
irll .. (F);
.nd;
it load.limit. thIn
btgin
lOlld~n.t..lilnits;
A1iisn(F.'F:\dtpt\ltorklhop\sibbon\concrtt.\contdir\lim.con');
£1.' .. 0(1):
.nd:
it ••nd.1ilnitl th'n
l'Jts:in
I.nd.lilni~._n.t;
A"isn(F,'F:\d'pt\lIorkshop\gibbon\concr.t.\eontdir\l5.m.,It'};
t.:r ... (Ii") I
.nd;
10·1
{$I+} {tID checking on}
until (~aypre.~.&) or (t~.t~day>day~~top-1>or (co.plat.);
if keypr~a'ad than
bagin
:r.llp:",ltndX"y;
if 1... p.lQ then
b.gin
re.pt"R:..~ditey;
1:1'1""p"f33 then :tile.tran';
il.' 1".»p"'t2S than print ..teat;
if nap.U6 tllttn cOllipllt. :ilItl:'ue.
if 1'•• p.#3O then
be Sin.
SetActivaVaga(l);
S.tVisualPase(1):
.cr_fo~.t(fal.a);
lill!it_ut(llIUlti),
SetActiveVas·<O);
$atVi.ualPag~(O);
.ndi
.n~1
and al•• complata;.true:
unUl I:OII\p1lta;
fih_trlU\sj
POltT(portA) ;. 0;
PQrt_lI.:1OO;
Kov.TQ(O.round(20*Q~tK~Y/2S»;
clr..lin~;
KQv.r~(0,rour.d(21.Q.tMaxY/2S»j
el:r..Un'j
Kovar~(O.round(22.Q.tM.xY/2S~);
clr.Un,;
Kov.ro(O,round(23.vatHaxY/2S»,
clr..lin.;
Kov.T~(o.round(24.QatKaxY/2S»;
dr"Un"
K<I'",To(0,l'ou1\d(2S.aatKuynS» ;
elr~al\';
IInd;{captutlldan}
vu
m••aag~:3~:a'1\Mm••••&';
pon:r'MtU.:tut i
1M
ser_fotMltCf.l ••lj
POIT[portAl ~. ~l
pott_.:l!I(1;
p.~w1.y(·SvrtcKoFF tHE PUKP/5tt.~ ',rt»po1\c,l.
p._wt.y('SVITCK OFr tHI NtATllS '.ra.poxc,>,
pI..claar;
file.('h,ck( 'J:C>1IU' .1:1"1:' ,tl1._l:n .... >;
it tilt.thet. tn••
basin
p.... fltl( 'Print :Pown l'dluta nllu ('rtf) t •.reSpellC');
pf'.clur:
lIna;
if (rlllpon<:•• ·,.')or (r"poMa.''t·) t1\,.
b,Sin
IIriulll(lst. 'POIlU f'Ut1JU/S ATtilE fOLr..OIlZlIQl'IMi/S :_l};
.rite1n(lst) :
•••i$n(dAt••fil'.jpo••r.~.t'};
r•••t(dltt~fil').
1:'lIp... 1:
nI41n(dt.tt. ..fU.,III ... ".> ;
.ri~.ln(l*t ......gt);
until tQfCd.t.Mfil'>j
.ritaln(l.t.~hr($C».
fil'~Ch.c~(·po'tr.tuttftila_th.rel.
if file.thatt tb,n
b.gin
.u'isn(po ••rwtil~.fpo••r.tltl);
Er•••<po••r.f£l.).
pow.r_off:-t.l •• ;
Kov.To(O.round(23.a.tKlxY/~Sl).C~~tll&;
end;
V!\1'
:I.l,X:integtr:
M••~.g.:.c~••n~m····s·;
old,ok:bolllnl'l;
n!lr:char;
var
id_"tiU'UII .t'ile_tIt.tUI •fit."ok: boolulI;
I.J:illttl3U,
blllgilt
dirlllctory:
111,•• I:.tll..:-t1"I1..,
t'i~._ok'-t.,~ .. ;
.... du.l:';
if not t••t.cont thIn
b'gin
whil. 1I0tfilt.ok do
bllgin
PIt..1I'f.t('ElTll fILl JlM& • ,f11 ... t'I".);
if bn!th(iin,.nUlf}<9 th,nl f:i.l«_ok.:-trll.,,;
it not filt.ol!:.thlllt
hglt'!
" •• 1"11:.(>'", MUlt bill 111., tban ~ characttt");
end;
111\<1;
~I_cl.ar:,,_cl ••~~
t11t*n... :·dat.pdtiv.+til._n ..,+).t~t':
.nd ,1u
11',;11\
.1·jKII{data~til •• lpo•• r,t.tl)i
r.s.t(d.t.~1il.):
r••dll\(data_fil.,fil,.b04y);
tile.II._ :lIIctata_dl'iv.+t1b..bo<ly+'.txt ,;
P"l •• _tll._n ..a;~dat._dl:'iv.+fil b~dy+J.pl.,;
"ndll\{dlt.t ..,,;tn ..... y...t ••_Ii\l)nth d..y,'.\io.> •
r••dln(d.ta.:il ••I_hQur.'~.in, •••• e"_,,c400>;
r••dln(d ..t·u~il ••J) •
• ,Uab ..tnd;.J ..\ ;
1"~.dtn(d.ta.fil •• J);
".y..inc'''J.l;
l.'U(i1I\(~.ta'"tib.lltlCt..pulllf)i
clo.'(d ..ta~1i\.):
11\«.
tl1.~ch.ck(til._n .... fil'~8tatu.);
if fil'_it~tus thIn
\)f,tlin
.t$~~n\dat~.fil ••fil'.r.•••).
u8Ilt(dltll,,1'lll);{opllnt data.f~bl
op.n.old.fil.:-t:u.;
I!nd'h'
beglll
'8_~tit.(·Fltt .oT 01 DISK !!"li
dehy('2(lOOl.
~pel\~~ld~fil"·f.13'i
IIl1U.
AII\gt\(pulG._fil.,pulJ••til'.l\~');
ba,ih
ok;·op.~~.ld~fil.;
fir.t~plQt:~tU';
•• co.\4.pll:tt ;a1;n.;
if oJ. 1;1'111\
bafi~
to);'1:-1 to 20 ao
1'u.411:l(dlU_fU ,.);
c' Nu1l1(d ........Ul •• IQa .. ' i
dr..._lXiaCt.t •• ,;
r'J>II".
r.~d(data.til ••tl.t~day.hou);,.liIll\•••c •••cl00):
fn J:IO() to 3 do
raad(~at~_filatdat.CJ1).
ra,d(data.til.,r ••p};
raadln(data_fil.);
o14;fttX'llI!t;
plot ..dIlU(old. nrat_plot "'<:onll_p1<11;)l
it not firat ..plot titan .. cond ..plc>tiootal .. ;
tir.t~plot:»fal'.;
fn 1(:10() 1;<13 40
1.lt_data(1):ada1;a[1]i
until aof(data_fil.,:
cJ.oJl.Cdatl..:t"h).
it n~t t,.t..cont thin
print_tilt;
proe.dur. ra_.tart;
"Ill'
2(: raal:
hour.calc;int·sar;
b.gJn
plot_Qld ..dat.i
aatTiM.(hour,Min ,ae,s.cl00J;
a.tUat.(yur,lIIonth.dlY ,tlIl.YQtII..k) i
hour_cal.e ... hollr;
if min<'~Mil\thin
belli"
lIIin:"',!Iln+60;
'1our .•I!l\l.<:;"hour ~cdc"l;
~I\U,
Min;"lI!in·.~mini
if lI,ou1'_c.lc<v_bour tk.n
b·Si•
..OUI:'_cale :"1o:0u1'_clllc+at;
WIld,
hou1':·hout~c.lc·.~houtj
if d~r<._day ~k.a
1141,11\
1'1'._lIIOliltb. 11\ [1,3.5;' ,e..l0,1:al th.l1
day:-clly+31:
b.~b
it ._y..r.1D~j th.n
4111:"'day+2\'
.1..
'·y:*<I-1+28:
.nd:
""y:lS(\.y~._<l"yI
,.tTillIChouX' ,Mill.O .(»;
t;'U_day:·4.y:
pow'1'_off:-fal •• ;
d"t,,_Cllptul.'I(fal •• ,falU) ;
t •• t_cQnt;·t"l •• ;
b's~n
initillb.;
.er~fQrM't(ttU')i
fill~ch'tk(·pol1.r.tvtl,~I.t.Gont);{ch.ek it 1'.boat~d "tt.X' powlr failurl}
r.peat
Ult.etOrllph Cilraphtl;:ivu.OnphKcxi.> j
~f {Q1'"phU~iv.r<>EQA) AID (QrllphDr!v.r<)VQA) AlP (Qr_phUrivl1'<>Ht1'cHono) th.n
begin
•• _l11'1tl(·•• D~Npl"y Dlvit. not Suit"bl. **'):
d.hy(SOOO);
Ahort('ErrQl"',
if (Or"phDriv.r.tOA) or <Or"phDriv,r"VaA) thin
b'~in
it (ilr~phDriv.t"Va~) th.~
""in
Ql.'I.phltod.:-VIlI-K.d;
lO!)
«ltd
eb.
b'Sill
Qupll!flHl.a:"IGAlti;
X"itGr'P~(QraphDriv.r.Qr.phMod't")
illul;
.ct'_forM.t(tal.41;
ipd;
SitActiv"a_.<O)l
S.tVi •••1Pa,,{O);
S~tT.~tStrl.(D.f.ult'pnt.R~:1xUir.1);
it 1\111: t ••t_CJifit \;~.~
\:1.,11:1
.... ,"rlll,( 'lIIILin' ,tlo..o1'..option!!);
.. _optiOA.(option,no_of_optiort.);
......ell"';
and .In
ol)1;ion:-O;
cua opt:i.OIt ot
0: b.gin
1l'!ltol'llCrtMochil
IXllc{,.:,.tclock.co!lt', J I) 1
if Do~irror<)O than
blain
bIt",!;;
nitdn( '••,Dultrx:or);
ll,hy{20(0) ;
s.tQtaphHodl(a.tQraphM~d.>;
.cr~fotM.t(t.l'.)j
it not ••• t~con1; 1;h.n
b.,in
fil ••c\.~k(lp~J~r,dat',f~l••th.r.);
it tilt.th.r. th.n
bl,in
p ...tlf.y(IDiLltl'lPOII:1t l"Ul.UlII:])ATA ltXU ("J')i.~'.. ponc.);
it (r••ponc ...·y·) or (r••ponc •• ·YI) thin
b·sin
udlll\(clII.U_tilt,'ponr.c(lI.t1)i
ara"(c('t.~til.);
.tll:h
p... t:h.r;
.ncl,
llmi~....t(t.l••ll
eht..:'kU.t;
inp~~ ..d.t'il.{f.l'll.
p•• vf.y(·Pr ••• <Entt:> to Start Tt.t'.r ••ponet),
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,11'1,
if ~t.t~cont tll.~ r.~.t'~t
do
bt,b
ar••••xi.(f.l •• );
iittO..tjj( ... y.. .r, •• l!IolI.th, ••.oay ".00.) ;
(I.t1'1.'('."01l1' ••• _i1\, •••• e ...... c1(0);
5'1:1'i"<O,O,O,O);
t .. t_d.Y:>IO()j
dl.ta"captUtt(f.l't,t ..l•• );
.nd~
print.tnt,
clollt_dou.
end;
1: p10t_o111.4I.t .. ;
2! ]).,111;
.t.tot'tCrt~o:l.i
Ix.c(J.:,~tclocx.co.I.)J);
if t:odr:o'l:(~O then
bt,in
bInt.
writ.1n("',no.lr:or);
ddl.y(2000) ;
lhitClr.phlllldt(l)ltt;lraphHod.) ;
.cr.fo~l.t(f.x •• ):
limit ....t(fal. .. 'i
cllllcltlhti
input_d.t ..il.(t~u.):
p...vfly(tflliltipb Point Cd:l.br&Uon ('fII>? ) ,ruponctl i
multiMrt~p:.(t"PQn~ •• )yl} or (ro'ponc•• ·yl):
1l1l..Wtly(IPu*, <!tnt.r)1:0 Stut t..t! ,l'lIIponc.);
drav",ui.<f"",,> ;
GttDt.t.b"yu.r ....l'IOlltll,...d.y ,... ({tI.}.
U.t~illl.('.hQur••~.\n"_,,c"M••el00);
SttTilll'(O,O,O,C)';
ttlt:_'d ..y;.o;
q't.ft~lptur'(tru••~ulti_r ••p);
prillt..1;,,~;
(;l~'Il~do,,":
l\.,,1;onCrtlt~ll. ;
Sxtc( '.'StClllock.eolll'."):
d.1t.y(tOOO) I
elder.
111
ZX.C:('•• co.. Umi!.COM','/C<tat.,): .
lx.t().:e~an4.eOMI,I/C ti••t)j
4.11, (1000) ;
Cl:rScr;
Ix.c CIa'~!ttcloC:k, ..:Oi\l• I .) ;
if l>C.Etr61"<;:>Otbn
l:Ht,11\
l!lnt;
writ.ln(>J·,Do.Ertot),
».111(20()() ;
SuG:r.phMod.«I.tOt'pbllod.) i
••• cl.. r:
.nl!:{cu.>
.cr~tot'*.t(ta1r.):
util nptio••4:
!.l2
B.2 CALUTILS.PAS
u"it clllutils;;
{. by }
{ G.J lI:1.bbon }
{ Fllcult)' of Ingin.ning }
" Wiu I1n:l.""1'I;'ty }
V...
Crt,
Dc••
Prinh1',
Graph,
.,,14,rA,
bg:l.font.
bSidriv;
COIUlt
ADbb
ADIII'o
APcon
Abut
p~1'tA
porta
PJ~'tC
portut
• $700: {lIb from AID Converter}
..$7~~~{~.btroM AID Converter}
.. $702; {Control lind Hultiplaxer Select:l.on}
..$703;{~ontrol ~ord tor AID PPI}
• $703;{Port Ai
..$709; {Port Di
• $7QA; (Port cj
.. $1iIB; {Cont.rol \lorll For PPI~;
Acon.t:te"l • 3.~OS02.·3;
lIcor.t:r.al .. -S.8Ql.-7:
1\0:rn1 ..100:
...ar
(1ll11ln1:,.xhnd"'!',,,nd1. ."nd2.,ltont1 •• 1:01\12,
.dmixtur •• ~il~.bOd)',fi1••n~ •• pu1.e.till~n~.,.ph~till_n~1:.cr ••n~III""b';
lII~tch.till~n~•••atch~fil••body:.crl,n ••'••"t;
~.y••top:int·tt1';
t!llt_dllY ,l\l,\u1.',1'II:l.1\,"c,"c100.)' .. 1'.1Iollth.~.yd.yoftlttk: .01'4;
I.hour ,1$.lIIil\,I;."<: ..... ,.cl0() ,a_ynr,I.lIIonth •• _dll.)'.... doll :'ltordj
ttmp ..!lttp,X.1 .. t .tup ,-=11111. altt•1IILt III;' ,.d\llix ,."'1 .IIIU_PCIl'f'1.':rul ~
lim_l.rSQ,li\ll_.m.l! •• lLn,.ton:'rrll.y[1 ••~1of rl..l.
tltfut:l'u.l.
<!a.ta.:lI.rta.y[O••61 of rafol.
,~a~ dttll.~lLl'rIL1tQ•. 61 of r.alt
ttmp.c.l:lI.rrlLy(Q,.al of r •• 1;
tank.cIL1:.rray(1 ..3) of 1'•• 1,
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lo••Y.l.ki"'~~&l.~ul ••~oft:r ••l;
pulll....i'i,:t. ,.pll"tih ,<i .. tII...tUe.lII ..tcll~'fil.:1:txt;
d.t'~f,riY~:.tri-t;
t'''p',~nce:tIlU';
Pol:'t"lI.:byte;
p~t.'_.l~.~xt~pql •••option.~ ...o'f_optioft.:inte,et'j
c"ibr ..tio ••'fit'.~_plott.eeond_plot.t••t_coht.po ••rMoff.fil.~th.r.:bool.~;
..dl.b_.~d.4ay_inc.tt'&n._4at ..:bool.an;
Ixit'.Y.~poSnt.r;
PtM:H1It6 dirlliP1:Oey;
pr~~.r. AIMrt{IW, : Uri",,):
procMiIoH ~(I.Y.r .. : i>oOh!lJ1.iKlide : byh; ".x ..y·wn4h { IPSOI ,.
"pNo~a 0>pa...:Uh(hold:l»1I1aM);{OpIM (ht. fil. and r ...dll pUlI.lIIlttrsi
\\l't'ofldure.c:l\l«Ikliot•
.pr.Uftt'. 1ttput..d.ta!1${hold:bool ••1I):
pl.'oce<hu.. lxit;{ClIl\trol. hr.ill&tion proeU. it then i • .m "rror}
prQee~ur. lQtd~d.t.ults;{lo.d. v.I ••• 'from def&ult file}
pN(.ildllrl :l.nhhlin;
VAt'
t.J:iutl,eri
DitXnfo:S'.1'ch!,ci
til.Mstrins:P.tbStr;
cU,);' ~Di1:5tl:';
IIIIIUI:!hlllle.~tl."1
Fltt:!lttStr;
c..xc:ru.l.
",sp:char;
berlin
KS...CLEAlti
FindFiut(d.ta ..drivl+l •• tltt' .AnyFU.,Dirlnfo) 1
fil,_.t~in~:.Dirlntu.J~'1
it 00'£1'1'0.-0than
begin
FSplit(fil.~.tl."ing.dil."lnam.,.ltt)j
c.lc:"1~'
c&lc~"c_tc+.c1' ••n_qidth/~Ol
KQv.TQ(l."oUnd(c.lc).rQu"d(~·m.in~.c~ ••n~six./19»;
llutTut(l\II.lII,> ;
J;-2,
t'1l1"U.t
for I:"1 to 11 n"
lU
l;nlgllt
rep..t
findr.Xf:(Dir!nfo);
if '001£1'1'01'*0then
b'Sitt
tile~.tr5Its:·nir!n10.1 ;
FSplit(fill.ttring,dit.n ,ext);
1..-1"'''''1';
eate :.ca,lc~l •• etatll_jj .i.Jtt-!II()~
MovflTo(rolt!ld(cUe) ,0.1;'1>;
Out'ttxt(nut} ;
lUld:
.1:*3+1;
tlntU 3>6;
nut ..!il\e:
3:"1;
<NId..
if 'Dolllrtar1O()th'l\
bogin
(* pI ..lI..by( 'l'nu <Enter'> 'lot' ,,)(t PaIS•• _ I,r.-ph")
ps.dur;
.... ch ..t',
Ind;
ltntil 'D"llrrOr-18i
Ind;
c••• i)..···••.. ·.··••···· · ·.. · ••····.•·• ·· .. ·u )
proctdllJ;'e AbortO, .., ! string);
blli,;ill
Wtitelll(Hs,. ': I. arnphErrarK.S(Qr.ph~ ••Ult»l
Kalt(1) ,
.nd;
( *••••••••••••••••••••• ~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• )
prl'lCadUn HardCQPy(lllvoru ; boolnn: Hod. : byt.; .lIIu_Y~.llr~U; { IPSO. >
\flU'
1. 3, Top; integer;
Cl'IlorLoc. Prin~Byt. : byt.,
fllMt10n Conlttv.ctByt.<J. I : intelllu) , byt.;
conn
Hit. ; .ttly(O,.71 of byt •• (1~8.6(t32,lG.8••,2.1);
vat
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CB:vt«. x : byh;
be,in I.
I :'"f.hl ~.
Clyte ~.. 0;
:feu:It :- 0 t~ 1"01" do
~:f «.t'ix.l(l. I + ~»O then
C8rte ,. Clyte O~ !ltsCxl:
Con.t~;tByt. :- CByt~;
.nd; { ~o".trn:tByt. }
b•• ~n{ DoLin. }
lor J:*l to lQ do
Vrit.(bt,. t):
it Hod... 1 then
Yrit.(Lat. At'L')
.:I..a
Writ.(L¥t, ftC'.', Cbr(Kod.»;
Vrlt.(L't, CbrCLo(<<.tKIXX + 1», Chr(Hi(Q.tM.xX + 1}}
to~ J :. 0 to G8tHuX. do
be,in
l'ril'ltByn :.. ConstrUetByn(J, I);
if !iWU" then
PrintByte ;. not Print8yt8i
Vr~t.(L.t, Cbt(PrintB~.»):
end;
if "hllie<> 4 then
\!riteLn(L.t)j
flnd: '( lloLillt }
begin { UlrdCopy }
Top ; .. 7;
Hed. :~ Mod. and 1;
it (Modi - $) or (Mod. - 0) thin
Mod, :- "i
Writ,CL,t. ·t·31.~.);
for 1 :- ~ to «IIIII.X.Y + ,\1 ant 3) .. 1 140
t\QLine(7)j
1 :.. «MU ..)' + 11 IIhr 3) i
if (1lI'~.Y+ 1) and 1 <> 0 then
UoLint«llIu.y + 1) end 7)~
Vt'ittLn(L.t. -[':II');
.nd; { ».rdCopy }
{~.U ••"••"••••••"." •••••••••"•••••"."''''''.U4l•••'''''''.~'•••••}
VIU'
11()
id_.t't_'tfil.~.t.t~'.~il'.Q~:huDl~an;
Ia~.rrOl.r:i\\'(:"I1';
b.t;ia
tirllct,ory.
f11._.t.tu.;·t~'i
'kilt fil._ltatuI ~o
~.i\'l
ti'....o~:*fab.:
if i~t hold thin
"Silt
whil. not till..ok do
bl$:ill
p.~tlbt( 'i.ni!. 11%1.'1\UNit ) ."i;'lt'~bOdy);
it ltll!'.th(fillll_bQdy)<9th,,,fi.i.II_I)~:.tru.;
if not 'lll.l",o)c thn
begin
..... nit.C •• IIIII.lftu.t b. 1.111tl' .. 9 e&II.1'.ctllrll');
p'.clnl'it.li..cl...r;
fil._n~.:.dat._driv.+til ...body+l.txti;
pul.,_tih_IIIU11.:-daU_dl'ivt+fUII ..body+' .pb';
.ph"til._n~.:.d.ta_driv.+til._b~Jy+··.ph);
til._ch.e~(fil'_nlllll••til._.t.t\ll);
it filt ••tatul th'"
b.gin
t..ponc:e:.' I;
lIhil. not (ruponc:a in [IY',I'{','''I','JPl> tlo
P,.lIi'sy( 'nESTROY ar.!) tXLt:; ('{II)' ,rupol!t(l);
pa..cl.ar; •• _c:l•• r;
U ruponc. in tt1'. '1(1) th'l\
f11 ••lt,t\lI:·f.1.,;
~md;
end ,I ..
b.gin
file_.t't\l~:·f.1 •••
fil1_n.~.:·data_dl'iv.+·hold.t~tl;
tll'~bQdy:.lholdli
pul.'~tilc_n&m.:-data_driv.+fil._bodY+'.pl')l
.pb~til'_~&m.:.dat._dtiv.+til.~body+···ph'i
8nd;
if not til,_ttatu. th.n
biSill
ualSI\(d ..ta...:n.,fil,_n&ml>; {chick, for ",lid til. IIqt}
{$i~}
r. ttrite'dt,1; ....fU.); {op.lt. 'l..u. fda>
IIi
($,I+)
IaMtrror:-Ioa ••ul~;
if IO~trror.~ then
begin
fil()_st..: ;UII :-I:ru.;
.'_lfdt,PUltg&l Chullh", "ud in :ril .... ,1);
.nd;
it (IO_.rror<>O) and (IO~trror<>2) th.n
r.rtUt(d"t,,_til.) ; {oplln. data. 'tile t~dtttr.in •• rror)
.nd;
.nd;
(. fUIl,.lItUII$:>O;tala.;
ub~le not t~tt_lt'tu. do
b.gln
plI_1Jfst(IE!TlIt TSI{Pli:I1AMlt 1'1tO~ .ll: FILK SAME. J .1I1 .. tch,.file ..bCldy};
....teh_fib u... :-dll.tl!..drive+lIIAtch..'lUe_bocly+I .daat i
•• _.rit.( tch_fil._n );
fil._ch.tk(.atch_fil._n fil._.t.tU$);
it not 111....,1:lIt"lthen
b'gin
,,_lIrih( 'FlU: lOT PllESEI'l'J) •
b1 ...1:;b1.. 1:;
.ndl
p._cl •• r;.,_cl.ar;'._el T;
As.ign(matth¥flle,m ..tch_fil,_naM'};
~Qa.t(....tth_~il');
+) ha{gn(tll.ta..;tn •. :1'11... n.. ,,);
a.1Jrit.(datll_fil,).
Anign(pul.lII_f11, .pul .. _fil,_na,mQi) 1
Itnritt(pul .. _tilt i
Clo.t(pull,_fil.,;
AUigr(.ph_fllol.lI~:\_fih .."l:lt) ;
atwritt<aphMfil.);
Clo$""'(lh..i'~l.);
proc,dun tb!ll:kUUI
b(l~in
pS ..lfhy( 'IS 'PlI.IlrEl IUU.DY '1 t .r."POI\CII>' •
p!l~"by( 'AIU~PUHP!JT.1UR !lPEII..\TUCI , • ,ruponc,) l
P'~lIfllY('AlE rltEftKJCnUPLI£S cont¢'tED? '.naponce}:
pI_"f3Y( 'IS 'l:R£IlEl'OWEl\ '1'0 titS HI£ATItRS? ) .rupul\c.);
p._qhy~· II ':HUE ;IOr-FICIDr IIA1E1l1l TAilS? '.l:OPOl\c.);
p.~('l...r;
Ylir
1I:.tring;
1:in1:.,er;
begin
ullponce:-tn' ;
npe&t
it not hold then
1>_,,11)
pI.tiItlte 'QTEll C£IIEI1' TYPlt J ,,; •• ll\t);
PS..lltlt( 'QUI nTlion TYPl I ,ex.tendu);
p.,..wfat('nm SAIl) 'tYPE 1 '.llU\dt\;
pII•• fllt( 'am SAln TYPlt 2 • ,Band2};
p._~st( 'btSl StOll ,"PIi: 1 J ,.tone:l.);
p'_1¥f.t~ 'om ston '"FE 2 1 •• to1\.2)~
pS_lIt.t( 'pull, Al)KIXtullt 'l'YPI I, ..dld:ttur.h
pll~"tr()UTER CEKltlTC:Olttl'l' (kg) '.<:11111);
pI_IIfr('Wn uUlon COnnT (kS) ) ,'Xt):
p... llfr(JIi:ITElSAID :1 cOUDT Ckr;) t .... n(il);
pl_lItH'EUD U.O 2 COltU'J.' (kr;> J ,.u(2]h
p._.fr(I&It~ STOlE ~ CO.tilt (kS>".ton(1J);
p._wlr( 'alTn STOlE~ CO.TSIT (kS) •,lIton(2] ~;
pS_lIfr(IElIl'iIt VATElt COIl'li:1T ·(1) J. ,w&tu);
p... lffr(IEITEl AOIfIXMIl: eOltor (1) ',Idlllix).
pa_lIfr(IGltEl KASS OF SAMPLE (kg) ',.1.');
,nd,
1I:-'K.TEaSAHPLi(STA1T) tEHPERAru~ (dt, C) ';
p'.IItre,,te"'P);
lOIl_YlIl:·UIIIPi
C'tTtllle(hOIF ,lIIitt,lItc, .. c:l(0) i
aetOltt(year ,IIIQltth,dly,UIlYOt'lIuk) i
it hold th.1I
b.,:in
op.n..tu..(trll.> i
ruponC:f:·'y';
.nd
elu
bt.gin
~p.n.tile(f.l'.);
'riteln(d ..t~til,.'C~ElTtYPt
lIrit.ln(d..t••till.·~~TIIUil TYPi
lIrittln(!1l1tA,.tne. 'sun UPS 1
\l1'11:111\(d.t•• fU •• '$AIIl TYPi 2.
vrit.ln(d ..t .._filQ,'$TOlr TYP~ i
• ,C•• lttt):
) ,ext<lndu) ~
',ulldl) i
1 .... ttd2.).
• ,lIttUltn;
\lrit.ln(d.~ ...fil•• 'STOli T~~l2. , •• tontl);
\ltit'ln(d..t.*til •• '~DRtXTUkiTYPt : ',~dMl~tut.);
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'.':.111:6:3.' (kl$) I);
',lI:I:t:6:3, t ~ltg} .);
'.nu(1):6:3,' (kg) I);
) ,lan(2] :6:3. I (log) ');
',.tol\rl):6:3,' (kg) 'll
',11;011(21:6:3,' (kg) t);
',vater:6:3,' (l) );
,...dw;iX:G;3, I (1) J),
',."51:4:3,' (kg)');
',te.p:4:3.' (dag C) fl:
Ilrit.ln(daU_fih ,'CEKEIT COltS.r
Ilrlteln(data~fil •• I£Xt!lDEa CO)tilr
Ilrit.ln(d ..taMfil ••'SAJD 1 COltS'!
.rit.ll\(d.1;~fil •• 'SAIn ~ COITbl!
.rit.lll(data.~il •• 'stOl& 1 CO.tilf
.rit.ln(d't~fi1 ••'STOlE 2 COltitlt
nit<t1n(d.t ....til•• 'WATE!!. COITE.T
.rit.ln(d ..t'_ti1••'AD~IXtuaSCOrtt'T
vriteln(cl.U_fih ,'SAKPLlt MASS
vritell\(data_,;Ub. 'Ul'IPt.£ tPl'ltUTt1ltE :
.r~t.ll\{d't~fil.>;
.rit.ln(data-fil.,dly:2. 1.1 ,.onth:2. ,-, ,y••r:4)j
vri~.11\(d.ta-fi1.);
vrit.ln(d.ta-fil,,~'II:S:3);
elo~.(d ..t~til.);
lI,nriU(tlph_fn.) :
writ.1n(wph_fil ••c•• :6::)j
lIriteln(.ph_fU. ,ext :6:2);
writ.ln(.ph_~il., •.nC~J:6:2);
.rit.ln(~ph.~11 ••• anC2]:6:2)i
IiIritoaln(lSph_1ilt.ltontll :tI::n.
lirittln(lIph ..fil. ,.tofi(lJ :6:2);
lU:'iteln(.plt_t:l.l•• II'.. tet':6:~)i
.ritdn(lplt.:til ••• (bd,xla~!l)•
•rit.ln(.ph.fil •••••• :tI:2);
Clo.,C'ph..fil.) :
HS .. Ct.IAII.;
l\SSET(dt.ta_fU.) ;
lI.iAnt.W(d.t._fil.,s);
Out'hxt(.> :
n.xt ...·in.i
r :'" Q;
lIRH.\,: I <- 1'1' no
IEGII
UAtn,r(dt.ta ..i'U.,.) i
(lutl'nt(.;1;
nUt ..l~M:
I :.. I + 1;
ill!),
CLOSE(d.tll ..filt>;
r.. ponc.:.'ll';
f!(l.llfily( 'COII.1t£CT (VI.) ',rnpQl\Ce>;
111,1;
ulltil (uap(>l1c,""y') or (l' .. pene •• 'Y·) j
.nd;
{$F+}
procedure liidt,(Control. t.rltl:l.nuion pr<>e.,. it thn. i. lI\ tl.'r(lr}
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{$F-}
b.,il\
PORt[portA] :. OJ
!lort_l..lOO;
CIQuGraph;
lxitProc:-!xitS.v.;
.nel;
lIU'
fi1._.ta.tq.:bool.~;
cal.fill.·!Uti:•
cllli,X'ini:l,er;
1iM_aMa11r.11:.~.oS;{ ••t3 on then off li~lt.}
1i." ••&11(2) ,-0.05;
lim.l.rg.C1j:.·O.l;{.lt. on th.n off li.ita}
lilll..lltrt;t(2);lO().1,
fU'M,~heclt(Ihlld:t:.c ..l.I,fU._ltII,tUI>:
it I\ot fUe.tutu. thIn
begin
••• i!ll(c.l~fil•• 'li.it.c.l');
nlU:'it.(cal~fUIl)•
da.ta._driv':·'a:t;
otfut;-Oi
telllp.ltCl<:*<O1..
d·Y.lJtop:":4i
h:igb_v.!:·SS;
calibr.tion:-tal.t;
pul ....lIIin:·tO;
for 1;.0 to 3 do
t,mp.<:a.l(I) :*1;
for 1:-1 to :a do
t.nlt.caltIl :!i()~
.lId
d..
b'$l.ll
••aigl\(cal~fil~.llilllit.ca.l·)l
""nt(cd_fU.) :
rudln (cal..fi].o, da.ta._driv.);
r.,dln(c~l~filt.Qft ••t);
t'udln(o:,l_fih. ttftlp.••up);
l·ndl.n(c.l~f:l.h.d,y_.top) j
rt ..dln(tal_filt,high ••• llj
~~.dl.n(c.l_til •• e.li);
cllibrltion:.c.li-li
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readln(c_l.fil.,pul ••__in);
for ::-0 to 3 do
t._dln(cal~fi1 ••t.mp_cal[1]);
fo~ 1:-1 to 2 do
~••dln(cal"fil'.tank_cal[l]):
'nd;
cloa.(cal~fil')l
end;
b.giil
POkT(AD ••t] :' $92;
poarCpo~ts.tJ :~ lea;
POkTrportA] :- Q;
pOl1t_a.:-O:
ixitS,v.:·SxitP~oCl
RXitProc:·,txit;
lOlld_d.flul.ta:
{ aegiater all the driVer' }
it 1.gi~t~t&QXdriv.r(toaADriv.tr~oc) < 0 thin
Abort('CGA');
if l.esbtarSOldrivar(ImAVOAl>d·iiFc·' ce) < 0 then
Abort('iGA/VQA";
it aegi.ter&Q1driver(ln.rcDriverPtoc) ( ~ then
Aborti'Rue') ;
it &.gilt.rBOldrivet(IATTCrivarProc) < 0 then
Abor1;(IU4:T'};
if l'lSilterBaldriv.r('PC3~10Dri~~rPtoc> < 0 th.n
Abptt('PO 3l1()I);
{ aeSi.ttt all.th. tontl l-
it a.gllterBOXfont(IGothicFontProc} < 0 thin
Abort('Gothic')j
if ll.ginnBGXtont(OSansS.ri:t'l)l\tProc) < 0 thotl
Abort(JSan,S.rlt):
!f !\tgiatttIlGltotlt(.SlIIallFo!\tl"l:oc) < 0 th.lI
Abort ('SlIIlIll') ;
it 1.giat.r8Qlfol\tt.rripl.xF~ntProll) < q th.n
AbDrt('Ttiplex');
po~.r"oft:·fal*.;
lOIl_V1I.\:>IO;
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B.3 CONDAT3.Ivl
t:lur all
fil1iualiUl'" inp1li;('Plu ... nhr the tih n.... ? ','.');
vol"'~npllt('Pl ..... nhr tll(l Volw.. o'f the Spph (1!13)').
lo.dna~." [lil.n.....'.hr.·J
.v~l,([ 'load '.It\.dl\lIiId);
.val([lti •• •,.fil.n '(;.1);'J)
.vd«('talllp.·,fJ.ltfi '(: .:1.); 'n
."a1<r' A..'l'•• p.. ' .i'U.n 1(:,3). '3>
.valct l"blllp.'.t:U'III111lIl, t,: .4). tJ)
Z lnttrpulat. data to constant sl*pl. r~t.
'i••*UIII.-till.(U;
H.in').'O>lIIin(tilll.) :
H... rlOllllX(dlll.) ;
t:illl.:t. .. (lI:lnrl1/t$:'l4X').'h~10JIlin intf.''1al.
ti~.2 .. tilll.2(:);
r.lllpz .. inttrp1 hi •••temp .tim.2.J lill ••%' J) j lC/hr
'1'.lIIpll-rClllp2(:) ;
r.mp2(1)!O'l'•• p2(2);
plot(tilll.2.r~lIIpll.tillt••A_T.mp.~i •• ,t_T ••p)
titl,,(Jftmp.raturt 01>
~clllcul.t. 1I•• ting rato d.gI'" C/lII'
for i.2:1ength(Tupl)
t.lllp3Ci)-(T.lllp2(i)-r••p2Ci·l):
T.mft3U)"1'''~lp3(i}/(1/6) ;
Tfmpllr(i).(Tt.pllCi) ..r.lllpll(i-l»/(1/$);
T,~p2r~T ••p~r(;);
iln\l
l(l,qll pAn tUtU' T."p~
[S,Al .. b\ttt.r\2.20/120);~ '2 hourly 'tl'4nd
T''''p4 .. -fi).ttilt ()l,A,'r'lIIp3) :
T'lIIp4111'1.p-l(:) :
plot(tim'2.r.~p4.tim.2.T'lIIp3.'.·)
~itl'('R.'t let, e/hr')
plll"
tflmp3"Tflmp4;
loa1l\lIl!If- tUhnl,t ...l ••ph·J
.vat(tllo.~ '.loldl\~'J);
.val(ttru__.~t.fil.n~e.t(:);'J)
~.cale to $aMple lila'.
total~I""s"'.WI\(lu .. (1:0> ~;
•••• (1:8)..... <1.!}•••••• ($)./total ••••• ;
den8-.•••(9}/vol
~ lSKof th. nt.l' ,e... nt ,sand hC J/r. (tt'ltli.l of ,!lix)
SH{1:8)-8$0." (1 :1$) ~1I'~ltol\pas_ 66S
SH(7:8}..41n, (1:3)i~InCroptl;'a Fa,. 122
SlIt*'lI.C!ll)!(toul Sit J/J.
SIlIkC4$lItl.... (9)
Xc $Hof the lllL1;U.<:"".nt.lI&nd etc J/J. ('IIith VIIlue'for celll.nt past.>
SK2(3:~)-s40,"IL ••(3:6);~Fultol\p.,. G8S
SK2U)aO;
SH2(2)aO,
SH2('7)·O;
:m:l(O)·o.
load .h••t.dat ~.p.<:~i<:h••t for curnd 11101;.1' <••• Oarlson(1938) pl1~)
.M.sh ...t(: ,1);
.h1-sh ••t( :,2);
sh"a•• hCUt.t(: .3);
p1·poly£it(.ht ••p1.2);
p~·polyfit(.ht,.h2.2);
ai.rpl(11 p~(1)1;
d·.1(:';
.'a-Cp1(:U p2(2)} ~
lAZ".2(:}j
as-rpl(S) p2(3)1;
13"113(:);
.·on••(l.ngth<.il.l);
"'·[,25 .4J;
...-...(:);
.\1..(. Al:
A~"b A~;
13.r. 1.1;
bl"U\1I.1 i
b~·A2\.2;
b3"A3\.3;
plQt'lht.Mn1.,.".ht ••b2,'o·)
hold Oil
12·t
fl)r 1"'1:6
SKp~[J*b1(2)+bl(1) J*b2(2)+b2(1) J*b3(2)+b3(lill
SHt(:.I).polyv"l(SHP ••~t);
J:rS+.01;
I!nd
plQtC.hl:,S!lt}
PIIUU
bold otf
d!l.t.... Cllht SHt1;
say. C:\phd\cul.tln.lJht d..t .. -ucii
'lfCl.''''(1IIIlul1)+lIlUII{B»lCII\Ann.)+I1IUs,2»jZt:lAttrlc.1II.ntre.tio
p"Cllcr*bH'.l)+b1(1) .c:.:*b2(2).b2(1) 111:r*b3('.lHb3(1)J;
SRt.mp"polYV.l(~.t'lIIp2);
A-[min(Temp2) mtx(r •• p'.l)];
A"'A(:);
t.o~ ••(l.ngth(A),l);
Ai·C_ ~1\
tor r"'1:1.ngtll(SHt ••p)
A'.l"'[Ct\l"l(",.u(1 :2} )*SBOi-.\III\(mllu('T:!\>*417S» 1(.\111\(111... <1:2) )+.tUII(mU&('T:S») SHump(I}l;
A2"A2(,) I
b.At\A2;
Slttomp(l).rtlllp2{:t)*b(2).fb(1) :
tnd
SlIt.lIIp"SHt.mp•• Cmll•• (1)+mtl.l.(2)+lIIllla(7)+mll •• (B):
Slfttlllp.SltulIIp+,ulII(SH2) ;l{total Sit J/K
SItTkg2 ..SliUlIIp./IIIIlIJ(9);
plot (tiln.'.l.SItTkS'l);
title (lflr,.~i1ie1I••t ot th. Concrett(J/Kg K)');
xlll.b.l(ITlp.riturt dtS C');
yhb.lC· .I/Kg It'); PlI.u.,
tor i.l:1.ngth(tim.2)
SItT:.1U)1'!$.I'i'lman(9)i
end
SItT2-SKT\1{:);
dll.ta.ttilllt~ t.mp2 SRT~S2 SRT2l1
''13.1«('$11.11. • .tihr11l\l •• , ••h, I, 'data. lucH'j)
T'lIIp31~T.~p3.*(SItT/3600/vo1): ~J/~.c.III~3(W!m~3) ot C.mant
Temp32"Ttlftl3••(SlItQlllpI3GOO/vI.I1):1:J/Uc...1II-3(WIII\-3) ot c''''lInt
plot(tilll.~,r'lIIp31./d'n ••• tot.l_lIIa••• /IIIII."(1).ti•• 2,T.1IIp32.ld.nl ••totll.l.llla.I./lIIala(1»1:W/kg
titla('Uaat rat. tWlkg} ot e.~.nt')
ftun.llutllll ...n(T.lIIp3)
df,u." (t1n11.>2 t.lI'p31./d.n •.• tot ..l ..III.... /'lIIa.. (1) t.lllp32./d ..ns ,*tohl_1I\u •• /m.... (1)J:
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oval«('.",ve • ,'tihnllllt,' .h1.'2t, •dab luci;I,IJ)
pll.u"
yt ..rll1lp31(:);
int~d ..tal.CUM5um(y1)•• 6OQ; ~Joulo~
tot.haa.tl»max(int.datat)
y2 ..r.l1Ip32(:}r,
int~d.ta2..~~.um(y2).*600: %Jou1••
tot~hut2 ... ~(int~liat ..:n;
tpt ..heat ..kg.u(int_dll.ta2) ./dn.s.*tClta1.lIIulI.1I11",*s(l)
plot{tillla2.int.datal./den••*totalf_us./l1Ius(1)./l000,til1l.2.int~uata2./d.n4 ••tQtal~m",s •• /m ••• (1)./l0oo)
tit' .('Total Hut Oontr ..tt, (kJ/kg) I)
data."(.l •• :Z int.datlt .ldon •• *total_mass'/llIllu(1) ./1000 int_dal:a2./denll.*tota1_lIIu •• A:v.u(1). ./1000' i
.va1«('.avl 1.~il.nllll•• ·.1nt ','data IIl.eii')}
pllUU
lO'dnam'.[f~lonllllet'.pl.'l
tvd(['lor.d •,lolldnlllllll)
aval([''l'tlllp.' ,tilenama, I (: ,2); ,»
Qve,H['tim ••• ,til.nIUllI,·(: ,1); I])
Ilr.l([ ''fTIIlIP*' ,1U.n"l, I (: ,3); .))
~ca,leul"'te lIIax 1;:1.111. CIt all pub ..
tor X"l:l.nsth(t.mp)
T.tilll.(I).T.lllp(I}:
it t_t:j,l!IltCIl>ll)
T..Um.(I)-lt);
tlnd
\ltld
max_t;mt*Max(t~tilll')i
%c,lcul.ta me.n pow.~
P.TT.mp ••O.v37~+1t).SS8:%{Ohmc p.g~ iSS}
P"P .•(O.S"2);
max.pov.t*m,x(P);
'tcdculau mun enttgy pU' pulse
max_fn"ma~_po~.r.m.x.tim.;
%cal~ulatq ttlmp iner.'lft in slIIIpl.
t:emp_.tep*max_.n/sKtkg/ma~.(9)
% Decimat. uata to con.tent sllllpl. rat.
tim ...tlmQ-ti~.(l)~
KinT"'lIIiu(til'l"};
Haxt'"mu(tillll> ;
12()
tilll.2= [Hin~:10/GO:ff~Tj;Y.l0 .i~ intvrv~l*
tillle2*timeZ(:) ;
TempZ" inhrp1(tim.,Telllll,tim.2,'l:!.nn:;'l;
ttamp .. interpHt!III',T'l'ellllhtime2, 'linnt');
P·TT.mp.•O.037Z+10.55S;%{O~ pege 15J}
P"<P.*(O.S)~2).*.Gl;XGlr.of total pow.r
k·P./tdmp2;~ •• pkg. 144
lilad prob.(\~t
k.k.*b(2)+b(1);~••• p~gQ 156
ltun*llt.all{ki;
k1.'k;~HIl"lIl
(~ ••).butter(2,20/?40);
k2*filU'ilt(b,.,l;1) .;
k2"k2+lhla.n;
plot (tilllli2,k, I.' ,tilll.2,);2)
:.!ax;i$C(O 80 0 i)},
title<'Therm*l Conductivity (W/ml)~)
plluae
dat ....(t1111e2k2 k):
evd(['un },:t:!.::'enlll!lli,·.p12 I,'dlltll. /llScii I»
d'ff~k2/d'II./Satkg.3800.24;
plot (tilll.2 ,dlff)
titl.C'Th.rmalDifusivity (H~2/n"1}1)
d*t ... tt111182 ditf];
ilVll1«('."V8 I,filenu •• '.dif ','dllt./Il.CU'l)
12;
B.4 PROBECAL.M
char all
cIt
load poq.ril.cal
~.·pov.rl1(:,1);
kp.ponrU (:,2) ;
••ones(length(kp),tJ;
"",ril kp);
b-A\l<.;
n.ve prob«d.t b
V,loa.d prob.dat
b
kc*kp.*b(2)+hCl);
d ..t .... lklt. kc)
lIllve problc;ol\.da.t dat ..-:aacii
~p"polyfit(kp,ka.2)
Yo ... v. prob"dat p
V.~e"t'oIY\,Al(p ,kp)
~pau ..
x"'O:.2: .G;
x"x(:);
y"x. ~b(2)+b(1):
V.y"polynl(p,x) I
k:liff....b (kll~kc)
m..xdiff*max(kdiff)
.rror.f ...(max(kdiff)*100/2)
err(lr~lItr:!.l\rl\um2str(cau(~IIl.·ror..f.dO)/l()} 1
yplus~y+max(kdiff)i
yminua"YMmax(l<diff);
plot(kp,ka, '*' ,x,ypIu.,x,yminu*)
Utt. 'Collductivity Probt!Clllibl'.ti'n~
xl ..btl('Prob. Factor'>
yhb.l('k (11/1111\)')
bxb«(O .S Q 1.21h
taxt(Q,3,1,['Error: +-, error ...tr~n, I i.')
P"'~"
yllx;
xl-x+29rQunc1(trrol'_fs)/l00;
x2"x-2*tound(.rrol'..t.)1100;
yl"'y+::\+ro\\I\<1(.rx-ol'_fs)/lQO;
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Y2"1-2.l'ound(.:t:tQt'...1 )/l00~
~plot(k~,ke,'.'.xl,y,x2,y)
plot(ka.kc.~.',x.y)
hold. on
xi"'(.12 .22]j
)'1-r.e2 .82);
l.plot(x1,yl,'M-')
:11"'(.85 .~S~;
%plot(xl,yl,'M_I)
holcl ott
%ulI:t(.24,.83S.'2~ f. 1l;l:Ql: Bud')
axi.Cto 1.2 0 1.2])
titl.<C'Conductivity Pro~. C.lib~&~ion (I data '}'])
xlab.l('th.rma1 Conductivity (WI_X)')
ylab.l('CalculatadTh.~~ conductivity (~/mK>i)
~t~ltt(.l ••04.,'Clxdboa.rdJ)
bxt(.¢3, .IIl,IPine ,>
tllxt(. 22•. 3S. 'tlltlon')
1.text(.44, .4. 'Bile!,' Wax')
1\tJt:r;.t( .536,.S~.'V ..t.rl)
taxt(.98,.92. 'Clf.:tbl)nl)
tut(O.3,1. ('Enor: +~, ,u'ror... tring 1 :tI')}
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B..5 HEA/IMOD.M
c::lnr aU
fil.name. input(·Pl.ase .nt~~ the file nama? '.'.11');
lOlldn......rUlen .....'.hr2'1
eval(['load I .llladnp\~) I
evlll(['tim'''',tUenm.,' (:.:1.): '])
.v ..l(CJheat~t.t ... , ,fUlIum., .(: ,2); ']>
IIHI,dnlllfta.. (tn.nIlma,' .pl2']
aval(['lo ..d l.lo11dnlllft.J)~
eval(C'cond·" ,fi1.n ..",'.' (~,2) 1;J>
lo ..dnamtl.. (tilllnlllfttl,' .hr.']
eval(t'loat\ ',loadnlllfte»i
eval((>Sta:t't_'temp,.'.t1bnlUlle.'(1,2); '1)
dt'600i~10 lIIinutu .teps
it hn&th(tilll.)<bnst1t{c::ond)
len-l.ngth(tima);
eln
l.n-length(cond,),
fll\t!,
fOl' 1"1:lan
timlp(i, ..tima(i) I
ond
tim ... tim'Pi
X(:.lculato nod. c.pc::i~r
dans*input(IPle.sa anter sample d'nsity? 1):
~x".l iY.100mm blltlfun nod.I'
sh"inpul;C'Phue lint...' th~ ..,~ple'. JlpacifiCitoat? I):
CC1,l)~dlns'dxll, .. h ;
(:(13.,1)"C(l,l) ;
fot: iIl2:1;';
CCi ,1)-den •• dx•• h:
end
fot' i"1:13
t1(~,i)·Stat't~t.mp:
t2(1,i)"S~.t't_t.mp;
T31Cl.i)·Start~t.mp:
end
%C.l~ulatQ node t.mp.r~tur••
tor j.'"2:1\ltn
tot: j-2:a
q(j)"'hnt ..t'~!;.(i-1).dx.l0001Y.(lI/l1n:'t.Ull)
R(12).1/.00OQOOO01;~Loa'on inaul11t.4 sida (k.O.O~G)
R(1).1/~O:tLos. du. to conv~ction
tot )t"Z:ll
IWc).l/(cQnd(i-'!J/dx) ;
and
i:l:\j·"'2
Sum(l)·St.rt_t.mp-tl(l,j):~St.rt_temp-ambient
a1s8
Sum(l)~tl(l.j-l)-Tl(l.j);
end
Sum(2)-Tl(1.j+l)-Tl(l,j);
Sum{l)zSum{l)/a(j-l),
Swn(2)"Sum(Z)/R(j) ;
SUIII(3\"Sum(1),'SUIII(2);
IIL(i,j}.q(j)+Sum(S) ;
T2Ci,j).«dT/C(j,l»*(q{j)+Sum(3»)+Tl(1,j)j
'l'2(i,1)RStatt_temp;
T2(i,13)·Stut ..ta.,1p;
T1Cl,j),"T2(i,j);
UL2(i,j)"'ClCj);~di.batic cQnditions
T3(i.,) 1"'(edT/C(j ,1)>*q (j»+'r31(l,j) ;!(Adill.patic:llnditions
TO(i.l)·Start_ta~pj
T3(i,13)·Start_temp;
r31(i,j)"'T3{i,j);
loadnallia'" (fU.n.mt, I .hra']
Qv.1«('load '.loll.~namal)~
ava.l(t'tihlt1., ,tibnama, I(: ,1); I])
.VII.1([Ihnt ..htd,"" ..fil.an1ulul,<: ,2); '1)
subplot(2.2,1)
plot (!1ira.,t2>
sU('ramp8rll.tur•• (' num2IStr(tilanam.) 1)1);
title!.)
)(.1II.b.1('1 0\11'&')
ylll.bd(IDeg 01>
.x1.«0,100.20,60)
timll"UnI«:) :
da.h."(tihl. 121;
."II.l«luve ',t:thlUl,..,I;mo1 ','dlta. fuc:ii']>
aubplot(2,2,?)
plQt(ttme,T2(:,t2),tim.,T3(:.7),I:')
tin.. 'Adill.bt.tic Camp. '
1CllIt,d('ltolll'.')
y3.IIJI.l ( •pte; I:P)
axi$([O,100,~o.601)
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'\lbplot(~.2.3)
plot(tiM ••r3(:.1),t~'I.h.at_rat.1.':·)
title 'Tilt Co.p.'
xhbt1('ilotlut)
ylllll.l( 'n.s:; e')
ub«(O,l00,20,lSOJ)
xp"1;1:13;
.tlbplot(a.2,4)
plot (xp,1'2(144.;).' .1)~.xp.t3UU. :1)
tit1. ·Profilt at 24 10:.·
dllbtl( 'Puition!)
ylllbtlPntg OJ)
axil«O.12.20.lS01>
It.pa*llw.2Itr(ax):
tut(.Ii.,S6.('$"l'P' ) »ttp. ~lII.t]).
ttxt(xp{1}.T2(144.1'.' Ambi.~t')
text(xp(2),t2(t44,2).' Suff.qt')
Xtv.l(C'!t~xt J ,i'ibnll!l'),
Xp·Xp{:)j
1tlo.'I':&(:) ;
ttlfo·t2(lU.:) i
U'IIo-ttllO(l);
dlln.[xp 101;"0]
tvt.l(P .. ,Vt ',f1bnlUllt.·.lIIo:l I ,'datil.'''cU')
~PllU"
~'"bplot(1.1tU
tplot(UIII.,HL(: .3) ,ti.t,HL2(: ,3»
~titl •• Poly.tyr,n. In.ul.tld IAdi.batie' naloriM.t,r'
~xl.bd ('Hour.')
Xylab.l(IPow.r (U)·)
Xpaull.
XLu•••(cu..um{HL2(1In,3).*600)*{culII..w.(HLC1.n.3» ••eoQ>
~plot(till!.,Lo .. )
B.6 HEATMOD2.M
clear all
!i1.n~ •• input('Pl enter the th.rMal infOrMation file a~.? ",.t);
fi1.n ...Z" input('Pl nt.r the .od.l t••t fil. n~.1 ""'):
loa.dnUl'..(fil.n~.,' .flr2'1
lQadnUl.,2..[1'Uen ...2. t •• oll')
Iv.1«('10.4 '.lo..dn~.l)i
.yal([llo~ '.loadn"e2]);
.val(t", iJII •• ' ,1.'11.n.....><: ,1); 'J)
.val ct 'heat~tlLu..,,fil.,'....,' (: .2) I'II
.Ylll«tTlll'l','fil.n~.:a, 'I'l>
loadn ...e" Cfil.n.....'.p12·1
,val([tlQad I ,10i'l'J ,;Crt.n;
evalct'c:ond.',filen .. e, tC: .2) l 'l>
~lo ..dnlUll'"tfihn ....,'.hra.'3
~.v.l([>lc...d ',loa.dtl..e) ,;
it length(tiM.)<I.ngth(c:ond)
1.n.l.n$th(t~.);
.1..
hn.l.ngth<col!d~:
.nd
'loX' i'"1:1"l\
ti.'p{i).ti•• <i),
lind
hlll •• tilUP;
Tm(:.l)~TIII(:,l)-!m(l:l),
Hi~T"min(T~(:.l);
M..xT....x(Tm(:,l»;
tilllt:a" (KillT:l0/60:M..xTl;~10.in interval.
time2" tilll.2(:);
Till" interpt(!m(.,1).,TIII,timt2,'ltn.a.rl);
hGot-teetvllriltion' in .. 1ll.OX'nlu .. with raup.ct to .urfac. t ...pull.ture
tqif!·Tm(l,~)~~(l,Slt
TIlIC, ,5)-'1'111(:,S)+t4itt.
tdiff-Tm(1.2)-Tm(1.6);
TIII(:,6)·TIII(:.G)+tdiff;
tdiff·tlll(1,~)~T~(1.1);
T.(: ,7)"TIII(: ,7)+tc'l.l. '.l
tIr.OU.tlll(:,H;
lI1IIb"tt.p-tlll(:,4),
for i..t:hn
lIInnk .. b~ttlllpU)1!< .e.II(a.lllb"tll1llp);
lind
m8an_ambMtp~p=m&an_ ..~_t ••p(:);
Start_t ••p••• b_t.mp(1).
d1.600;110 .inute •• teps
~Cftlculat. nQd. Capeit)'
dens"input ('Pllu •• llt,,%,"lIIple ii.uity? ; > ;
dx•. l;11~ betwI.n nod ••
::I1I.;l.nput('1'1.... eneer the sbpl.' •• p.cific h ••t1 t);
C(1,1}·dens*dx/2*.h;
<:(13,1)·C(1.1);
11(11'i"2:12
C(i,l).dens*dx ••h;
end
:for i"1:1~
11(1.1)·5t8.1'1:...1:.. p;
12(1,1)·St'1'1:_1:..p;
131{1,i)·st.rt_temp;
.nd
~C.leul&1:' nod. 1:,.plr.1:U1'"
1(1)-1/20;1Lo •• due to ~onveetiQll
-tl)ri"'~:l.n
for 11..2:11
R(k)-l!(eond(i-l)!dX);
end
j.:.l;
q(j).h.at_rate(i-l).d~.10QO;%{Wfunit trIa)
Sum(l) .... n_lmb_t~p(i)~Tl(t.j),
SUm(2).11(l,j+l)-Tl(l,j);
5\1111(1).SIIII\(1)IMj-:l):
S\lIll(2).SUM(2)/lCj):
$um(3}-S\llll(1)+5um(2),
RL(i.j)-q(j)+Su~(3);
T2(;I.,j).«dT/C(j,1)*(q(j)+Sum(S}»+T1(l,j)1
T2(i,l)·St.rt"t,mp:
l':Hi .13)r:S1;a,%'t.ttIllP;
Ttrl.j).1~(ifj)i
IIL2U,j)"q(j) :~Adiab ..ti<: contiitiona
t3(i.j)-«dl'/~(j.l».q(ji)+T31<1.j);XAdiab ..tie condit,oll'
T$(j.t)·$tatt_Ctmp;
T3Ci .13).$tal:'t.teIllPi
T31il,j)·t3(i.j):
tor j-3:G
q(j).n.at_ratb(i-l).d~.1000:~{w/unit at•• )
SUIII(1).Tl(1.j-1)-T1(l,j},
Sin ••••• n_~b~telllp(')·tl(t.j)j
it ""."Rin •• abs«1/(~in'.Q.377+0,O~J}+(1/(Sin».O.lt21·~t-3»));
be~ pagt 131
.1..
k;i.n.",.bl\1/(Sitt.*<r .377+0.02» j~s'J'p",. 137
.noi
npl'I.~~s(l/($in.«.~»)t
Sirus"Silul/lUn. :
$p'4s"~~.~1)/lpl..;
S\\II!(~)II'.t':I.(l.j+1)~T1(l..j)i
!hllll(1)"St\!ll(l)/lt<j-l) j
Su~(~).S~(~)/l(j);
5U.(3).S~(1)+SUM(2)+Sin.+Spla.;
HL<i.jJ·q(j)+SU.(3\~
12(i.J).(r~tlC(J,1)J.(q(j)+SUM(3»)+Tl(1,j);
1~(;i..l)·St~¥t~t.~;
T2(i,13}·St~~.t.mp;
Tl(1.j).T2(i,j);
HL2(i,j)"'q(j)jXAdi.batie condition~
T3(i,j).«(dT/C(j,1) )«q(j»+T31{1.j) ,rJ,<\ill,l1 ..tic cQndition~
T3(i.l)·Stlrt_t.~;
t3(i,i3)rStart_t.mp:
T31(1.j)·t,~(i,jh
.nd
.nd
.nd
$ubplot{2,2,1)
plQt(tim.,T2(:.2»;
hllld on
plot(tMod,Tm{:,2},·:I)j
hold ott
•• ('Sul'hc:.T'lIIptr~tur.IJ;
titl.(,l
lIlab,l{ 'Hoursl)
ylab.l< 'I)-It Cl)
u1,1( (0,100,20."0])
lubplot(2,2.2}
p\ot(UIII.,'l'2(; ,3» ;
hold on
plot(tIllOd.TIII(:,7).':J),
hold df
sg('TtmperaturQ .t 10Qmm'l:
tlth(.)
xlllbtl (-l!our")
yhb«l( IUIIg C')
_xisCeO 100.2Q,~Ol)
plot (Uln, '1';t(; .4» ;
hold on
pl~t(t.od,T.(:,6).':J);
hold oft
title Ir.lIlp •• 'lI.tllu at 'a00tla'
1I1ab.l( 'liollrs')
ylab.l( 'D.g (P)
a~~.([O,100,20,.Ol)
;....llpbtC2.:t,4)
plot(tim.,12(: .S»:
hold Olt
¥lot{tlll~~.~(i.$).':')1
1\·)14. o:t,~
titl. t~.m:p.t.tur. at 300MMI
xh1>81UHou:r.')
ylab81('l)81$0·')
~xi.{(O,lOO.20.40J)
tilll.-UlIlIi C : ) ;
<lat ...·ttl •• '1'2(:.1) 11(,.3) T:t(:,4} 12(:,&»;
.vlI.l{['*,v. J ,1.'n.l'Ult, , .11103 I ,'datil. ''''c:i:\.'])
B.7
cl...1' dl
fil.nam. - input(·Pl •••• enter th. til. n~.? ,,'.').
lQadrUI,JII""(filu""., , .111'2')
.v.l([·l~ad ',lo.dn...]);
lIvl\:t(['tim."'" .:t'ileltll.e.'{: ,l/.'J)
.v.l(['h ••twr.t.··.:t'il.nam..'(:.2);·,>
loadn... '"rtll.n~,.).p12'1
nd,(C'lcAd l,lclI\(ht""»;
.vAl«'cond.f ,fil.nMe.'(:,2);,))
loadl\uul .. [tihnallll.,).ltr..'1
.val(['load '.10.dll... ]):
.val(t'St.rt_tow~'.:t'il.n .... 1(1.2);ll)
lQ.drtUl~ .. £'1'U.nUl6,' .ahe')
'val(r'loatl '.loAdnUl.l>;
.vel(C'.h·'.tilanu •• '(:,3);'l)
dt.~OQ;~10Minq\••••• p.
it lengthCtimt)<l.ngth{cond)
l.n-ltngth(tim.);
.1••
1.n.lettthCcond};
end
t(lr 1"'1:1.1\
tim.p(1)·"im.(i);
Jlhp(i)·.lICi) ;
end
tillle.ti••p,
..It•• hp;
lCalcul.t. nQd. capcity
d.n.""n!lut( 'PI...... nter nlllpl. qtllaity'1' ,>,
dx •• 1.X1OOIIIIII b.tv ••n 1I0d••
C(l.:)·d.n••d~/~••~b;
C(13, :)"C(1,:);
for ;j.-2:1;l
O(i.:) ...:1.II •• ")I, .•• b;
.nd
tllr i"t:13
Tl(1,i)"St.rt_t.~p;
T~(t,i).St.rt_t~p;
T31(1.i)·S~art~t.~p.
tnd
~C~lculat.nod. t.~p.ratu~••
for l-:a:len
for j"Z:12
q(_H_IIn.ot..utl (1-1) *dx.1000; X (Il/unit ..rn)
1(12).1/.000000001.XLo •• on in.ulated sido (k-O.026}
K(1)"'1120:)(r~ .. dUI t~ convaetiol1
'for k"'2:11
ll(k)-1/(cond(i-1)/dx);
11'14
it j."':Z
S\UII\1.)·Stut ..1;lMIIp"Tl(l,j) ;~Stllt't_1:•• p"IIlIIO:l.tllt
:11..
SUlII(l).t1(1.j-l) ..n(l,j) •
end
S\llll(2)·tl(1.j+!)-Yl(1.j);
$UM(1)·Sum{1)/kCj-l};
SUlll(2).SUlll(~)/a(j):
SUlII(S)·Sw*{1)+SulII(2)j
HL(i,j)·q(j)+5Ul11(3);
'I2(;••j)"'{(dT/C(j ,1)).(qCj)+S\1IIt(S)»+UU,j/l
'I2(i,1).St ..rt ..t.mp;
T2(i,13)·Stlrt_tlmp:
'It(l,j)"'t2(i.j);
HL2{i.j}~(j)~XAdi ..h..ti~ conditions
tS(i,j)"'«(dT/C(j.i».q(j»+TS1(1.j);~Adi ..h.~ic condttion.
TS(i,t)-Start.t·.PI
TS(i,1S).St.rt_t'~1
t3W.,j).T3(i.j}:
!lnd
loa.dl\Ul4" [til.I\UlI,' .lIt'll')
eVII1(['load 1,1Q..dn~ll);
.v..HC'tillld"'> ,'til.nUlI, 1(: ,:0; '1>
IVll(t'h ... t~nUl"" ,11111,-.."1\1\,I (: ,2); .,)
.ubplot(2,2.1)
plot(tilll.,T2}
.-C't••p.r,tur •• (. nUIII2.t~(fil.n~.) 1)ll:
tit11(.>
xlabtl ( 'UO\lI:.')
yhhill(IU'1!i (:')
ui.C [0 ,lOO.20,t$O])
til!l.·tillle(:);
dll.t ....(tim. n);
ntl(L'n.v. •.tU!lI\II1\.,' .11104 ','':1l.t.. lucU>j)
lIubpl.nt(2,.2.~)
plot(tim"T~( ••12>.ti•••T3(:,1).I:'}
138
title 'Adiab,tic: COlllp.·
xlabalC 'Hou!:'.')
ybb.1(I»., C'>
axi.«(0 ,100,20,eo)>
.llD}110t{2,2.3)
plot(ti •••T3(:,7),tiMal,h ...t.ratal,':')
titb I'1' ... t ':o.p.'
xlabd ('Rollt.')
1111.0<1('1).,01>
t.xi.«O,100,20,6Q])
xp.1:1:13;
.\.bpl.ot(2,2,4)
plot(xp,T2(144 :),'.I)X,xp,t3C144,:»
title 'Profile .~ 24 hr.'
xla1ial('Poaition')
yh.blll('»ag e'l
..d$«(0,12.20,';O])
atap.·num2str(dx)1
taxt(.5,S5,['St.pt I at,ps 'III'J)
text(xp(i> ,'1'2(144,1)" ~bi.nt:l)
t8xt(xp(2).t2(~44,~).' Surfac.')
X.nl(C'gt.xt: '.fibn~"J):
xp"'xp(:)j
Tt:oQ-t:H : ) ;
ttvo.T2(144,:);
ttoOll!ttlll)(:);
data..Cxll ttllol
.val«('nve '.fillln~ •• '.l1Io5 ','iaU, luc:ii'J)
Xp..uu
~.ubplot(1,1.1)
~plo1:(t:i.I'tI •• lIt.(: .3: ,timll ,11[.2(: ,,;I»
Y,titlll 'Pl)ly.tynM IUllulUad 'Ad:lab..tiel t.:lllllrimaUr'
Y,xl.blll('Hour.')
Xyla~.l(IPo••r <W)I)
'I.PIl\lU
';Lou.(C:\II1Isum{IlL2(lIIn .3») ••GOO)~(t.l\I'tISlIll\(IlL(l.n.3» •• 600)
'l.pll)t(tiIll8.tO••'
B.8 HSHMOD2.M
e1... 1." all
fil..l\lUIIiI" input(tPl.a$o enter the thilrRIal infoX'lllati(ll:l tile lllllll"? " '.');
fil.nuul'l1!l i,nput{'Pleu. enUr 1:h. JIIoddn$t 1ile nUl.'/' >'. ·s');
l()adnllllla .. (tilenua, t .111."2']
101l.I1n... 2 '" (~iJ.na.m.2. J .mod']
lIvalft'l()ad ',loadlU!llle3h
.val([llo~d ',loadnam.2).
Ava){('til1l'''' ,til.nue, 1(: ,1); IJ)
4val«('hllll.t_tt.t.·J ,1il.nu'h'(: ,2);'1>
.VII.1H'~' ,tillinUlt2.' i '1>
loadn ..... (fil.nlllll.,t.pll'j
en.l«'loa,d ',lQ.dnu.l>;
eVA1«(lcond.',fil.ne •• ,'(1_2);'J>
loadnam. '" (tilenlllll.,'••h.'J
.val«(tload '.ldadnPlel);
eVlllCC'lIh.' ,filena .... ' (: ,3'; '1)
Y,ldadname" ttilenam •• '.hra'J
~.val(t·lo.d ',loadnlllll.l);
it l.ngth{timo)<l.nsth(r.o~d)
1en"ltl\gth(tilll.> i
else
len ..!ellgtll(col\cl);
.nd.
tor i"1:1111
timep(i).timeCi);
shp(i;; ... h(i);
.nd
tin:,ICt;illlijP;
$l''''shl>;
Tm(:.1)"Tm(:.1)~Tm(1:t);
MinT"min(Tm(:,l»;
Maxt-mlx(Tm(:,l)};
ti~.2 n [MinT:10/60:KaxTJ;Y,10 min int.~va~.
timt2 - ti~.2(:);
1m = int.rp1(Tm(:.1).Tm.tim.2,t~in.ar')i
Y.COrTlictvanations in sensor valltU dtll n .. p.ct to surfacll Umperatul:>I
tditt-Tm(l,2>~Tm{1.S);
Tm(:.S)·tm(:.~)+tdiff;
tdiff-tm{l,:l>-Tm(1.,{') ;
Tm(:.6).Tm(:,6)+tdiff,
tdifflCtm(1.a)~Tm(1.1);
Tm(: ,7).!n\(: ,'t)+tdiff:
uo
tmad"Tm(: .1);
amb_t~mQ·Tm{:.~);
:fori"1:1.11
mel!.n_amb~temp(i) .."illl.n(amb~temp):
end
mnn_amb_t,,'1Ip"lllean_amb.•temp(:) i
Start_temp"~b_t.mp(l)i
dT·aOOj%10 minute. steps
l.Calcltljt.l:eMde cl1pcity
denszinput('Plel1se entew sample dQneit:y? I);
dx•• l:%l00mm b,tveen node.
C(1,:}adens*dx/2 ••sh;
0(13. :)=C(1,:):
:for i"2:12
C(i.:)=dens*dx •••h;
end
:for ;'''1:13
t!(1.i)o<Stl1""_telllt: j
'!2{1, i)zStllrt_temp;
t~l\l,i).Stlrt.t.lllpl
y'Cll.lc:ulatl,\nQd. t.mper:.tutu
R{1)"1/20:1.Loss due to convection
:fo'!',,"2:1In
"far 11"2: 11
K(k)zl/CcQl\d(i-l)/dx):
end
j"2;
q(j )"hlUl.t_rlI.tc(i-1)+dx*10QO: % (II/un:l.tal·... )
Sum(t)"m.l1n_~~b_t.mp(i)-Tl(l.j):
Sum(2)·Tl(1.j+l)-Tl(l,j);
Sum(l)·Sum(l)/R(j-i);
Sum(2)·SU!'l(2)IIl(j);
Sum(3)·Sum(1)+Sum(2)j
Ut(i.j)·q(j)+Sum(3);
T2(!,j).«dT/C(j.i»*(q(j)+sum(3»)+Tl(1.j);
T2(i.l).Start_temp;
T2(i .13)"Stll\'t~1;.nlp;
'1'1(l.j)"T2.(i,j) j
HU(i.,j)"q(j) ;Y.Adil>.bllticonditions
T3(i,j)"«dT/C(j ,i».q(j»+T31(1.j) ;~:Ad:la,b'tic c(mdition$
T3(i.1)"St.rt_t.~p;
T3(i ,13).St.rt_Umpj
'1'31(1,j)-T3(1,j);
fQr j"3:S
qCj}.h.llt~r.te(i·1).dx.l000:~(W/Qnit ~r••)
SUm(l)zTl(l.j-l)~'l'l(l,j)j
1·11
it j...s
llin.....bll«1/(Sinll.I).371+Q.02»+(1/(Sill ••O.1121-2E '3») ;Yo... pllg. 131
.1..,
iHns·lI.bs.\1/(SinI!+O.317+0.02H .X... pas. 131
.nd
Rplas...bs(l/(Sin •••~)};
Sins.SituI/lI.ins;
Splll..·Sum(l)/lplas;
Sum(2) ..tl(1.j+l)~Tl(l,j)t
Su~(l)·Su.(l)/l<j-l);
Sum(2)·Su.(2)/ll(j);
S~(3)·S~(1)+Sua(2)+Sin.+Spla.;
HL(i .j).q{j)+!\IJII(3).;
T2(1 ,j) ...«dT/C(j ,1) ).(qCj)+Sua(3))i+Tl (i,j);
T~(i.~)·Start_temp;
T2(i.t3).Start_t.~p;
T1(l.j>.1'2(i,j) ;
HL2{i.j)-qCj);~Adiahatid conditions
TJCi.j).{(dT/a(j,i>}.q(j»+T31(lfJ);~Adiabatic conditi~n.
T3(i ,l).Stll,rt_talllp;
T3(i.t3)3Star~_t.~p:
T31(1,j)·T3(i.j~;
,nd
and
end
.ubplot;(2.2.1)
plot(t;ime,T2(:.2»;
hold on
plot(tmQd,TIII(: ,2),': '};
hotel off
'''['Surface Tempftrature'J;
tith(.)
~lt.bd( 'Haun')
ylaoftl( 'I)tS 01)
aXis«(O,10C,20.40)
.ubplQ1;(2.2,~)
plQt(t;ime,T2(:,3»,
hold 01\
plat(t;mod,Tm(:,7) ,':1);
hQld oU
s.r'T.mp.r~tur. a1;100mM'l;
titl.t(.)
J¢.l.abd( 'llQursI }
ylllbal('neg 0')
ati.«(O.100,~Q.40l)
1-12
subplot (2,2,$)
plo (;(t:iJte,t2{; ,4»:
hold. on
plot (tllIod,Tille: ,8) t}:;};
!told off
title 't.$p.rature at 20~}
xlab.lC'Hour.')
ylaod(IDeg C'>
axis«(O,100,20,40)
subplotCa,2.4)
plo(;Ctim••t2(:.S»;
hold on
plot(tmod.'l'III(:,S>.I:I};
hold oft
title 'T~mp.ratute at 300 .. '
xlilbel('I(ours,>
yb.bal(fD.g 01>
axil «(0 ,100.,20,4(1)
tim.-dllu.e:) ;
dah"(1:i1l"t '1'2(:,2) T2(:,3) T2(:,4) T2{:.~)J;
aval«('uv. I ,fi;'imllJllt,' .1Il()l5I, 'datil. Illacii']}
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